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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the physics of the whispering gallery modes (WGMs) of

silica microspheres coated with a layer of �uorescent silicon quantum dots (Si QDs).

The basic theory associated with these structures was explored, and we showed how

the important physical parameters such as the quality factor (Q factor), resonance

wavelengths, electric �eld pro�le, and thermal properties can be straightforwardly

calculated. The QD coating plays a major role in controlling each of these key pa-

rameters. The QDs also provide a �uorescent source which can couple to the WGMs of

the microsphere, avoiding the complexity and fragility associated with coupling via an

�evanescent� �eld. After a thorough discussion of the experimental issues associated

with the fabrication and measurement of these structures, we next showed how the

cold-cavity modes are related to the WGMs observed in the �uorescence spectrum.

Then we examined theoretically the basic properties of the WGMs, their thermal

response, and the sensing capabilities associated with these structures. Based on

the theory, a microsphere demonstrated extreme stability against local temperature

�uctuations. Finally, the refractometric sensor response of the coated microsphere

devices was studied. This required the design of di�erent �uidic environments to

test the sensor response. The detection limits approached 10−5 refractive index units,

which appeared to be limited mainly by the wavelength shift resolution of the analy-

sis method and by mechanical drift. Finally, outstanding issues and potential future

directions were discussed.
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1.1 Whispering gallery modes

The term �whispering gallery� was apparently coined by Lord Rayleigh about a cen-

tury ago [1, 2, 3] to describe certain acoustic phenomena reported in one of the upper

galleries of St. Paul's Cathedral in London. Whispers at one side of the gallery could

be clearly heard at the opposite side approximately 32 meters away. The e�ect was

so striking (especially for higher-pitched sounds like birdcalls) that it prompted Lord

Rayleigh to perform an investigation into the e�ect [1]. Using a �ickering candle �ame

as the measurement device, he reported that the sound intensity was concentrated

near the edges of the chamber, with virtually none in the center. Rayleigh used the

Bessel equations to show that this result is precisely to be expected on the basis of

the circular acoustic resonances of the gallery. A further consequence is that sound

at the resonant frequencies is ampli�ed, although more sophisticated equipment than

that available at the time was needed to detect this. These resonances are now called

the whispering gallery modes (WGMs).

This concept can also be applied to electromagnetic waves. Even prior to Lord

Rayleigh's work, Gustav Mie in 1908 discussed light scattering by spherical dielectric

droplets [4] using Maxwell's electromagnetic theory. This work was built on even

earlier studies by Joseph John Thomson [5], Alfred Clebsch [6], Ludvig Lorenz [7, 8],

and Peter Debye [9]. A more detailed history of electromagnetic scattering theory can

be found in the historical works of Horvath [10] and Wriedt [11]. Possibly the �rst

luminescence-related observations of WGMs can be traced to 1961 when Garrett et.

al. [12] demonstrated solid state lasing by coupling the luminescence of Sm2+ into the

WGMs of a CaF2 microsphere cavity. Since then, there have been numerous studies

of �uorescence WGMs in di�erent types of microcavities [13, 14]. Much of the work

has aimed toward the development of low-threshold microcavity lasers [15, 16, 17],

biosensors [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24], super resolution imaging [25], and toward

fundamental studies of cavity quantum electrodynamics [26].

This thesis will look at microspheres coated with silicon quantum dots (QDs)

for sensing applications. The whispering gallery modes of a QD-coated-microsphere

will be investigated by comparing the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum to the �cold

cavity� modes of a microsphere. Subsequently we will examine the ability of a QD-

coated microsphere to act as a refractometric sensor. This will be tested by building

a �uidic environment around the microsphere. Methods will be developed that enable

a single QD-coated microsphere to operate in a �sensorgram� mode. Finally, various

means will be explored to improve and optimize the sensor performance.
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Figure 1. Simulated electric �eld amplitude for the equatorial TE-
polarized WGMs in a 2-dimensional disk with a diameter of 3 µm. The
radial and azimuthal mode numbers are (a) n = 1, l = 26; (b) n = 2,
l = 22; (c) n = 3, l = 18.

1.1.1 Identi�cation of the whispering gallery modes

The whispering gallery modes can be speci�ed by three quantum numbers. The �rst

one is the radial number n (n = 1, 2, . . .) which represents the number of �eld inten-

sity maxima in the radial direction (i.e., outward from the center of a microsphere).

The azimuthal number l (l = 0, 1, 2, . . .) is analogous to the azimuthal number in

quantum mechanics that describes the orbital angular momentum. The �polar� num-

ber, m, can take integer values between +l and −l. The number of intensity maxima

in the polar direction is given by l−|m|+1 and in the equatorial direction the number

of maxima is equal to 2|m|. Thus a purely equatorial WGM has l = |m|, with one

polar maximum and 2|m| intensity maxima around the circumference. The sign of

m simply implies the propagation direction (e.g., a negative sign for clockwise prop-

agation and a positive sign for counterclockwise propagation according to the usual

convention).

These concepts can be well-illustrated by graphical means. Figure 1 shows the

electric �eld distribution of a 2-dimensional (2D) disk with a diameter of 3 µm,

simulated using a �nite di�erence time domain (FDTD) software package (OmniSim

from Photon Design). The color indicates the amplitude of the electric �eld from

positive (red) to negative (blue) peak amplitude. Panels (a), (b) and (c) illustrate

the �rst-, second-, and third-radial-order equatorial WGMs, respectively. The �eld

extends outside the boundary to a degree that strongly depends on the radial number.

Since there's no polar direction in a 2D structure, the �polar� number does not apply

to a disk. The WGMs can be illustrated 3-dimensionally as well (Figure 2). An

equatorial WGM with only one strong polar maximum is shown in Figure 2(a) with

l− |m|+ 1 = 1. When l− |m|+ 1 = 14, the electric �eld has 14 intensity maxima in

the polar direction (Figure 2(b)).

Modes with the same n and l but di�erent m are degenerate in a perfect sphere.
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Figure 2. Calculated electric �eld amplitude for a 3 µm-diameter micro-
sphere. In (a) we have n = 1, l = 33 andm = 33. Panel (b) shows the �eld
for the same n and l values, but with m = 20. The resonant wavelength
for (a) and (b) are the same (i.e., they are degenerate modes).

Figure 3. Diagram illustrating (a) the TE polarization, and (b) the TM
polarization.

However, if the sphere is eccentric, this degeneracy is broken and modes with di�erent

m have a slightly di�erent resonance frequency [17]. As well, scattering can break the

degeneracy between the +m and −m modes (again, with the same n and l), a phe-

nomenon that could potentially be used for single nanoparticle sensing applications

[27].

In contrast to acoustic waves, optical WGMs have two polarizations (Figure 3). A

transverse electric (TE) polarized WGM has its electric �eld transverse to the plane

of propagation which is the equatorial plane; thus, its E-�eld is tangential to the

interface between the microsphere and its surroundings. In the transverse magnetic

(TM) case, the H-�eld is perpendicular to the plane of propagation and the E-�eld is

thus normal to the interface between the dielectric microsphere and the surrounding

environment (i.e., the E-�eld is radial). The resonant frequencies are slightly di�erent

in the two cases.
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1.1.2 Derivation of electric �eld distribution for whispering gallery modes

in a microsphere

To understand the resonant electromagnetic modes in a microsphere, we need to

describe the electric �eld distribution associated with the cavity. For the sake of

completeness, here we start with Maxwell's di�erential equations:

∇ ·D = ρ, (1a)

∇ ·B = 0, (1b)

∇× E = −∂B
∂t
, (1c)

∇×H = J +
∂D

∂t
, (1d)

where D is the electric displacement, ρ is the free electron density, B is the magnetic

�ux density, E is the electric �eld, H is the magnetic �eld, J is the current density, t

is time, and the Laplace operator, ∇, in Cartesian coordinates is:

∇ =
∂

∂x
x̂+

∂

∂y
ŷ +

∂

∂z
ẑ, (2)

where x̂, ŷ, and ẑ are unit vectors in a Cartesian coordinate. We also have the

relations:

J = σE, (3a)

D = εE = ε0εrE, (3b)

and

B = µH = µ0µrH, (3c)

where σ is the electrical conductivity, ε is the dielectric constant, ε0 is the permittivity

of free space, εr is the relative permittivity of the material, µ0 is the permeability in

free space, and µr is the relative permeability of the non-magnetic material. A con-

venient equation for the magnetic �eld, H, can be derived by using the relationships

in Equations (1) and (3):
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∇×∇×H = ∇× (J +
∂D

∂t
)

= ∇× J +∇× ∂D

∂t

= ∇× (σE) +∇× ∂(εE)

∂t

= σ∇× E + ε∇× ∂E

∂t

= σ(−∂B
∂t

) + ε
∂

∂t
(∇× E)

= σ(−∂B
∂t

) + ε
∂

∂t
(−∂B

∂t
)

= −σµ∂H
∂t
− εµ∂

2H

∂t2
. (4)

Dividing Equation (1b) by µ, we obtain ∇· (B/µ) = 0. Since B = µH, the Laplacian

operator gives ∇ ·H = 0. Therefore, the left side of Equation (4) has an alternative

form:

∇×∇×H = ∇(∇ ·H)−∇2H = −∇2H. (5)

By comparing Equation (4) and (5), we obtain a di�erential equation for the magnetic

�eld H that is dependent on time t:

∇2H = σµ
∂H

∂t
+ εµ

∂2H

∂t2
. (6)

Similarly, ∇×∇× E can be expanded as

∇×∇× E = ∇× (−∂B
∂t

)

= ∇× (−∂µH
∂t

)

= −µ ∂
∂t

(∇×H)

= −µ ∂
∂t

(J +
∂D

∂t
)

= −µ ∂
∂t

(σE +
∂εE

∂t
)

= −µσ∂E
∂t
− µε∂

2E

∂t2
. (7)

Also, ∇ · E = ρ = 0, since there are no free carriers in the dielectric sphere under

consideration. Thus, we have
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∇×∇× E = ∇(∇ · E)−∇2E = −∇2E. (8)

By comparing Equations (7) and (8), we can write a single equation that gives

the time dependence of the electric �eld:

∇2E = σµ
∂E

∂t
+ εµ

∂2E

∂t2
. (9)

If we assume that the electric �eld has a simple harmonic form given by

E = E0e
−iωt, (10)

the �rst and second time derivatives are ∂E/∂t = −iωE, and ∂2E/∂t2 = −ω2E.

Substituting these derivatives into Equation (9), we obtain

∇2E = σµ(−iωE) + εµ(−ω2E)

= −iωσµE− ω2εµE

= −ω2εµ(
σ

ωε
i+ 1)E

= −k2n2
iE,

which can be rewritten as

∇2E + k2n2
iE = 0, (11)

According to Equation (8), Equation (11) is equivalent to

∇×∇× E− k2n2
iE = 0, (12)

according to Equation (8), where k and ni are the vacuum wave number and the

refractive index, respectively.

Equation (11) is known as the Helmholtz equation. It takes its name from the

German physicist Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894). The Helmholtz equation

describes the spatial and temporal behavior of the electromagnetic �eld, and can be

used to �nd frequency or time-harmonic solutions for electromagnetic waves. For

example, the Helmholtz equation can be used to �nd the resonant frequencies in a

waveguide, and to explore how electromagnetic waves propagate in real time. Along

with the appropriate boundary conditions, the Helmholtz equation can also be used to

investigate re�ection [28] and di�raction problems [29]. Also, the Helmholtz equation

�nds applications in seismology as well in which the seismic waves are transverse [30].
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Figure 4. Any point can be speci�ed in spherical coordinates by three
numbers: r, θ and φ. The variable r is the distance from the origin to
the point, θ is the angle projected onto the y-z plane relative to the z -axis
(i.e., the latitude), and φ is the angle projected onto the x-y plane relative
to the x -axis (i.e., the longitude).

Since we are dealing with resonances of a microsphere, it's easier to solve the

Helmholtz equation in the spherical coordinate system. In spherical coordinates, by

separating out the time dependence (see Equation (10)), Equation (12) can be written

as [31]:

1

r2

∂

∂r
(r2∂E

∂r
) +

1

r2sinθ

∂

∂θ
(sinθ

∂E

∂θ
) +

1

r2sin2θ

∂2E

∂φ2
+ (k0ni)

2E = 0, (13)

where k0 is the resonance wave number, r, θ, and φ denote the radial direction, the

�polar� direction, and the azimuthal direction, respectively (Figure 4).

The method of separation of variables is typically applied to solve Equation (13).

With this method, one assumes that the solution of Equation (13) can be written in

the following product form:

E(r, θ, φ) = R(r)Θ(θ)Φ(φ), (14)

where R(r), Θ(θ) and Φ(φ) are functions only dependent on r, θ and φ, respectively.

By substituting Equation (14) into (13), one obtains

sin2θ

R

d

dr
(r2dR

dr
) +

sinθ

Θ

d

dθ
(sinθ

dΘ

dθ
) + (k0ni)

2r2sin2θ = − 1

Φ

d2Φ

dφ2
. (15)
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The angle φ appears only in the right side of Equation (15), while the left side contains

r and θ. The three variables r, θ and φ are independent of each other. Since each

side of Equation (15) is based on di�erent independent variables, both sides must be

constant in order to preserve the equality. If we write both sides as being equal to

−m2 (for reason of convenience, as further described below), we obtain

1

Φ

d2Φ

dφ2
= −m2. (16)

Equation (16) has a well known solution given by

Φ(φ) = amcos(mφ) + bmsin(mφ), (17)

where am and bm are proportionality constants. Φ(φ) describes the electric �eld

distribution in the azimuthal direction. Since for a spherical resonance the solutions

for Φ(φ) are the same for φ and φ + 2π, i.e. Φ(φ + 2π) = Φ(φ), we see that m must

be an integer.

By substituting Equation (16) into Equation (15), one obtains

1

R

d

dr
(r2dR

dr
) +

1

Θsinθ

d

dθ
(sinθ

dΘ

dθ
) + (k0ni)

2r2 − m2

sin2θ
= 0. (18)

In Equation (18), the �rst and the third terms depend only on r and the other two

terms depend only on θ, therefore, they can also be separated into two equations by

equating both sides to another constant l(l + 1):

1

R

d

dr
(r2dR

dr
) + (k0ni)

2r2 = l(l + 1), (19)

and
1

Θsinθ

d

dθ
(sinθ

dΘ

dθ
)− m2

sin2θ
= −l(l + 1), (20)

These equations can be written in a slightly di�erent form:
d

dr
(r2dR

dr
) + [(k0ni)

2r2 − l(l + 1)]R = 0, (21)

and
1

sinθ

d

dθ
(sinθ

dΘ

dθ
) + [l(l + 1)− m2

sin2θ
]Θ = 0. (22)

Equations (21) and (22) together represent the same WGM, and both must be simul-

taneously satis�ed.

Equation (21) is known as the spherical Bessel equation, whose two linearly inde-

pendent solutions are denoted as jl(nik0r) and yl(nik0r). These are lth-order spherical

Bessel function of the �rst and second kind, respectively. A general solution can be
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written as the linear combination of jl(nik0r) and yl(nik0r):

R(r) = cljl(nik0r) + dlyl(nik0r), (23)

where cl and dl are proportionality constants. R(r) describes the electric �eld dis-

tribution in the radial direction. The spherical Bessel functions have the following

properties:

jl(nik0r)→ �nite, whennik0r → 0,

yl(nik0r)→∞, whennik0r → 0. (24)

Since the electric �eld is �nite in the center of the microsphere, yl(nik0r) should be

excluded from the solution. Therefore, dl is set to 0 inside the sphere.

In addition to the spherical Bessel functions, another solution is represented by

the spherical Hankel functions of the �rst and second kind [31]. These are linear

combinations of Bessel functions given by

h
(1)
l (nik0r) = jl(nik0r) + iyl(nik0r), (25)

and

h
(2)
l (nik0r) = jl(nik0r)− iyl(nik0r), (26)

respectively. When nik0r/l � 1, which is true for typical microsphere dimensions

(tens of micrometers) and wavelength range ( hundreds of nanometers) being studied,

an asymptotic expansion of the spherical Hankel functions yields

h
(1)
l (nik0r) ≈

1

nik0r
ei(nik0r−lπ/2−π/2), (27)

and

h
(2)
l (nik0r) ≈

1

nik0r
e−i(nik0r−lπ/2−π/2). (28)

Equation (27) is consistent with a spherical wave propagating in the positive r-

direction (i.e., outward toward the microsphere), while Equation (28) represents the

opposite direction (i.e., an inward traveling wave). The time dependences can be

incorporated by multiplying Equations (27) and (28) by e−ickt, if one wants to model

the time evolution of the WGM.
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As brie�y described above, the function selected to model the electric �eld depends

on a set of logical requirements for how the �eld must look in the di�erent regions.

Inside the microsphere, we simply require that the �eld not become in�nite. This rules

out the Bessel function of the second kind, which is in�nite at the origin. Hence,

the �eld inside the sphere is described by jl(nik0r). Any photon that escapes the

microsphere can propagate to in�nity (i.e., the �open boundary� situation); hence a

Hankel function with the appropriate sign for an outward-radiating wave is required

in that region.

After obtaining the radial �eld solutions from Equation (21), we can then proceed

to look for the polar solutions. Equation (22) is known as Legendre's equation, whose

two linearly independent solutions are Pm
l (cosθ) and Qm

l (cosθ). These are called the

associated Legendre functions of the �rst and second kind of degree l and order m,

respectively. A general solution can be written as a linear combination of these two

solutions,

Θ(θ) = elmP
m
l (cosθ) + flmQ

m
l (cosθ) (29)

where elm and flm are proportionality constants. Θ(θ) describes the electric �eld

distribution in the �polar� direction. The associated Legendre functions have the

following properties:

Pm
l (cosθ)|θ=0,π → �nite, when l is an integer, (30)

and

Qm
l (cosθ)|θ=0,π →∞. (31)

For non-integer l, the associated Legendre function of the �rst kind goes to in�nity:

i.e., Pm
l (cosθ)|θ=π →∞ and Pm

l (−cosθ)|θ=π →∞. Since the �eld is �nite everywhere,

l must therefore be an integer. Because the domain in the θ-direction is given by

0 ≤ θ ≤ π and the solution is �nite everywhere, flm is set to 0 to exclude Qm
l (cosθ).

The solution for Θ(θ) is therefore

Θ(θ) = elmP
m
l (cosθ). (32)

Furthermore, for any value of l, the integer m can take values from −l to l. The

numbers l and m together describe the overall structure of the resonant electric �eld.
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At this point we have examined all of the components of Equation (14), that

completely describes the electric �eld of a spherical WGM. Equations (25) and (26)

represent the radial part of the �eld, Equation (32) the �polar� part, and Equation

(17) the azimuthal part. However, since the equatorial modes have the strongest

electric �eld (i.e., see Figure 2), these modes will interact most strongly with the

quantum dot �uorescent �lm and will dominate the microsphere WGM spectra to be

described later. Thus, the remainder of this section will focus on the properties of

the equatorial WGMs and we will therefore be concerned primarily with the radial

pro�le of the electric �eld.

Here we will establish the basic functions for the radial component of the electric

�eld. This leads naturally from the above discussion, where the requirements for

the �eld inside and outside of the microsphere were brie�y described. In the exper-

iment the situation is slightly more complicated because we have three layers: the

microsphere, a coating on the surface of the microsphere, and the surrounding envi-

ronment. The refractive index distribution of a coated microsphere can be written as

a piecewise function:

n(r) =


n1, r < b

n2, b ≤ r ≤ a

n3, r > a

. (33)

where b is the radius of the microsphere (index n1) and a is the radius of the mi-

crosphere after it has been coated with a �uorescent layer of index n2 (hence, the

�lm thickness is simply t = a − b). The surroundings have refractive index n3. A

schematic cross sectional drawing of the structure is shown in Figure 5.

In a 3-layer structure, one can de�ne a radial function Sl(r) or Tl(r) to model the

electric �eld pro�le for TE and TM polarizations, respectively [31]. In the TE case,

Sl(r) is proportional to the electric �eld amplitude and can be written as:

Sl(r) =


Alψl(n1kor) r < a− t
Blξ

(2)
l (n2k0r) + Clξ

(1)
l (n2k0r) a− t ≤ r ≤ a

Dlξ
(1)
l (n3k0r) r > a

, (34)

where Al, Bl, Cl and Dl are proportionality constants, ψl = nik0r · jl(nik0r) is the

lth-Riccati-Bessel function, and ξ(1)
l = nik0r · [jl(nik0r) + iyl(nik0r)] and ξ

(2)
l = nik0r ·

[jl(nik0r)− iyl(nik0r)] are the Riccati-Hankel functions of the �rst and second kind,

respectively. Equation (34) represents the solution to Helmholtz equation in a coated
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Figure 5. Distribution of the refractive index along the r -direction along
an equatorial cross section of a microsphere of radius b. The sphere has
index n1, the grey shaded layer represents a coating of thickness t and
index of n2, and the surrounding index (e.g., air or water) is n3.

microsphere with the following conditions in each layer: layer 1→microsphere with

radius of b and refractive index of n1, layer 2→coated layer with thickness of t = a−b
and refractive index of n2, layer 3→outside medium with refractive index of n3.

Here, we should make a note on the use of the Riccati-Bessel equations in Equation

(34), as opposed to the spherical Bessel equations. Equation (21) can also be expressed

in terms of Riccati-Bessel functions:

d2

dr2
(nik0rR) + [(nik0)2 − l(l + 1)

r2
](nik0)rR = 0, (35)

Equations (21) and (35) are identical. However, the Riccati-Bessel function, when

squared and plotted as a function of r, is proportional to the energy density in the

cavity. This is important because the refractometric sensitivity is proportional to the

energy density in the di�erent layers. Thus, in this section the radial functions are

written in terms of the Riccati-Bessel functions, rather than the standard spherical

Bessel equations.

The electric �eld must satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions [32]. The

tangential component of the electric �eld must be continuous across the dielectric

interfaces, and the same is true for the normal component of the electric displacement.

A layered sphere has two interfaces: one is the glass-coating boundary and the second

is the boundary between the coating and the outer medium. These are de�ned as

interfaces b and a, respectively, where the layer thickness t = a − b. The boundary

conditions will result in di�erent solutions for the two polarizations.
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For the TE polarization the boundary conditions must satisfy a modi�ed log-

derivative given by [S ′(r)/[k · S(r)] [32]: this function must be continuous on each

side of an interface. At interface b, the boundary conditions require that

Alψl(n1k0z) = Blξ
(2)
l (n2k0z) + Clξ

(1)
l (n2k0z), (36)

and

Aln1ψ
′
l(n1k0z) = Bln2ξ

′(2)
l (n2k0z) + Cln2ξ

′(1)
l (n2k0z). (37)

At interface a, the boundary conditions for the TE polarization give

Blξ
(2)
l (n2k0a) + Clξ

(1)
l (n2k0a) = Dlξ

(1)
l (n3k0a), (38)

and

Bln2ξ
′(2)
l (n2k0a) + Cln2ξ

′(1)
l (n2k0a) = Dln3ξ

′(1)
l (n3k0a). (39)

From the ratio of Equations (36) and (37), we can obtain Bl and Cl as

Bl = −n1ψ
′
l(n1k0z)ξ

(1)
l (n2k0z) + n2ξ

′(1)
l (n2k0z)ψl(n1k0z), (40)

and

Cl = −n2ξ
′(2)
l (n2k0z)ψl(n1k0z) + n1ψ

′
l(n1k0z)ξ

(2)
l (n2k0z). (41)

The remaining coe�cients Al and Dl can be calculated by substituting Bl and Cl
into Equation (36) and (38), respectively:

Al =
Blξ

(2)
l (n2k0z) + Clξ

(1)
l (n2k0z)

ψl(n1k0z)
, (42)

and

Dl =
Blξ

(2)
l (n2k0a) + Clξ

(1)
l (n2k0a)

ξ
(1)
l (n3k0a)

. (43)

To calculate the resonant frequency, Equation (38) is divided by Equation (39), which

gives

n2

n3

ξ
(1)
l (n3k0a)

ξ
′(1)
l (n3k0a)

=

Bl
Cl
ξ

(2)
l (n2k0a) + ξ

(1)
l (n2k0a)

Bl
Cl
ξ
′(2)
l (n2k0a) + ξ

′(1)
l (n2k0a)

. (44)
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The resonance wave vectors, k0, are the roots of Equation (44). These solutions can

be obtained by numerical root-�nding algorithms (such as Mathematica's FindRoot

function). By substituting the root, k0, into Equations (40)-(43), Al, Bl, Cl and Dl

can be obtained. At this point, the TE-polarized electric �eld in the radial direction

can be fully described by simply plotting Equation (34).

For TM waves, the radial �eld function can be written as

Tl(r) =


alψl(n1kor) r < a− t
blξ

(2)
l (n2k0r) + clξ

(1)
l (n2k0r) a− t ≤ r ≤ a

dlξ
(1)
l (n3k0r) r > a

. (45)

Here, the lower case al, bl, cl and dl are proportionality constants for the TM po-

larization. The boundary conditions are given by a di�erent log-derivative function

(T ′l (r)/[n
2
i k · Tl(r)]), that must be continuous on each side of an interface [32]. At

interface b, this yields

alψl(n1k0z) = blξ
(2)
l (n2k0z) + clξ

(1)
l (n2k0z), (46)

and

al
1

n1

ψ′l(n1k0z) = bl
1

n2

ξ
′(2)
l (n2k0z) + cl

1

n2

ξ
′(1)
l (n2k0z) (47)

At interface a, the boundary conditions require that

blξ
(2)
l (n2k0a) + clξ

(1)
l (n2k0a) = dlξ

(1)
l (n3k0a), (48)

and

bl
1

n2

ξ
′(2)
l (n2k0a) + cl

1

n2

ξ
′(1)
l (n2k0a) = dl

1

n3

ξ
′(1)
l (n3k0a). (49)

From the ratio of Equation (46) to (47), we can obtain bl and cl

bl = −n2ξ
(1)
l (n2k0z)ψ′l(n1k0z) + n1ψl(n1k0z)ξ

′(1)
l (n1k0z), (50)

and

cl = −n1ψl(n1k0z)ξ
′(2)
l (n2k0z) + n2ξ

(2)
l (n2k0z)ψ′l(n1k0z). (51)

As before, the remaining coe�cients al and dl can be calculated by substituting
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bl and cl to Equation (46) and (48), respectively:

al =
blξ

(2)
l (n2k0z) + clξ

(1)
l (n2k0z)

ψl(n1k0z)
, (52)

and

dl =
blξ

(2)
l (n2k0a) + clξ

(1)
l (n2k0a)

ξ
(1)
l (n3k0a)

. (53)

To calculate the resonant wave vector, k0, Equation (48) is divided by Equation (49),

which gives

n3

n2

ξ
(1)
l (n3k0a)

ξ
′(1)
l (n3k0a)

=

bl
cl
ξ

(2)
l (n2k0a) + ξ

(1)
l (n2k0a)

bl
cl
ξ
′(2)
l (n2k0a) + ξ

′(1)
l (n2k0a)

. (54)

Equations (44) and (54) are slightly di�erent, as a result of the di�erent boundary

conditions for TE and TM polarized waves. Again, the resonant wave vector k0 and

the coe�cients al, bl, cl, dl can be obtained from Equations (50−54). Thus the TM
polarized magnetic �eld in the radial direction can be fully described by Equation

(45).

To summarize, the electric �eld can be derived from Maxwell's equations for both

TE and TM polarizations. The investigation of the mode properties (e.g., Q factors,

loss mechanism which will be discussed in the next section) of the coated microspheres

requires the �eld distribution information. The �eld distribution also enables one to

calculate the refractometric sensitivity, as discussed in Chapter 1.4.

1.2 Properties of spherical microcavities

1.2.1 General properties: Q and V

The quality (Q) factor is one of the most important characteristics of an optical

cavity. Fundamentally, the Q factor is the ratio of the energy stored in the cavity to

the energy dissipated per oscillation of the �eld:

Q = 2π × Energy Stored
Energy dissipated per cycle

. (55)

Large values of Q are thus associated with low-loss resonators. In the case of a

microsphere, the highest experimental Q factor ever reported is ∼ 1010 [33]. The

experimental limit is usually associated with scattering losses due to factors discussed
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further in Chapter 1.2.3.

The stored energy and the energy lost per cycle are di�cult values to access

experimentally. Cavity ringdown spectroscopy is one of the few examples where the

energy decay out of a cavity is directly measured [34]. Thus, more practical but

equivalent de�nitions of the Q factor are often used:

Q = ωτ, (56)

where τ is the ringdown time and ω is the angular frequency. The Q factor can also

be related to the resonance linewidth according to

Q =
ω0

δω
=
f0

δf
=
λ0

δλ
, (57)

where ω0, f0, λ0 are the resonant angular frequency, frequency, and wavelength, re-

spectively, δω, δf , δλ are the corresponding full-width-at-half-maximum. This de�-

nition can be obtained from Equation (55) via an analysis of resonant RLC circuits

[35], and is the most common way to measure the Q factor experimentally.

Another important cavity characteristic is the e�ective mode volume Veff . The

mode volume is de�ned as the spatial integral of the optical energy density in the

mode, normalized to its maximum value [13]:

Veff =

´
V
ε(r)|E(r)|2d3r

max[|ε(r)|E(r)|2]
, (58)

where ε(r) is the dielectric constant, and |E(r)| is the electric �eld amplitude. The

integration volume V encompasses the resonator and its surroundings, so the integral

in Equation (58) diverges as r → ∞. Usually, some arbitrary integration limit (e.g.,

100 times the sphere radius) is assumed [36]. Typical values of the mode volume for

microsphere are a few hundred µm3 [37] depending on the microsphere size, and they

are smallest for the equatorial modes. The mode volume can be as small as a few

cubic microns in micropillar [38] and photonic crystal cavities [39], which represents

a particularly attractive feature of such structures.

The ratio Q/Veff is an important overall property, because it e�ectively controls

how strongly an emitter can be in�uenced by the microcavity. The larger this ratio,

the more prominent the cavity e�ects will become. Microspheres have the advantage

of high Q factors and ease of synthesis compared to other types of microcavities, but

they also have a relatively large mode volume. Thus, �strong� cavity interactions (to

be described brie�y below) are often studied in photonic crystals or micropillars that
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feature moderate Q factors but small mode volumes [40]. Microsphere resonators can

be especially useful in situations where the Q factor is the most important parameter,

which can be the case for optical sensors [41].

There are two cavity-QD coupling regimes, known as �weak� and �strong� coupling

[42]. Which regime the system is in depends on the �coupling parameter�, g0, the

non-resonant decay rate of the quantum dot, γ, and the cavity decay rate, κ (i.e.,

the ringdown rate). The �coupling parameter� is a measure of the rate at which the

photon is re-absorbed by the QD in the cavity. The cavity decay rate is given by

κ = ω/Q, so a high Q factor indicates a small loss rate. The non-resonant decay rate

represents emission into non-cavity modes (e.g., free space, guided modes, etc.). When

g0 > (κ, γ), where (κ, γ) indicates the larger of κ and γ, the cavity-QD interaction is

in the �strong coupling� regime. This condition must be met for QD-cavity systems to

be used for quantum information processing [43] which requires that the interaction

of the photon and the QD is reversible.

In this work, the QDs will be in the weak coupling regime. The main physical

e�ect is a modi�cation of the radiative decay rate associated with the QDs. This

phenomenon was named after physicist Edward Purcell [44], who was one of the

�rst to report on cavity-rate-enhancement e�ect (Purcell's work was related to the

nuclear magnetic moment transitions at radio frequencies). The Purcell factor, FP , is

the ratio of the emission rate in the cavity to that of the same emitter in free space.

It is related to Q and Veff according to [44]:

FP =
Wcav

Wfree

=
τfree
τcav

=
3Q(λ/ni)

3

4π2Veff
, (59)

whereW is the spontaneous emission rate of the QD, τ is the QD radiative lifetime, ni
is the refractive index, and the subscripts indicate free space (�free�) or cavity (�cav �).

This formula applies speci�cally to the ideal case of a narrow-linewidth emitter that

is exactly centered on a cavity resonance. If these conditions are not exactly satis�ed,

the e�ective Purcell factor will be smaller [45].

For quantum dots in a microcavity, the emission rate can be enhanced at the

cavity resonant frequencies (i.e. FP > 1), and the emission rate for QDs having o�-

resonant emission frequencies can be suppressed (i.e., Fp < 1) [46]. There are several

examples in the literature in which the Purcell factor has been measured for the

emission of a quantum dot in a microcavity. For example, the spontaneous emission

rate was enhanced by a factor of 4.6 for a single InAs QD embedded in a micropost

cavity [46]. A Purcell factor of 5 was reported for the same type of QD in another

micropost cavity [47]. Other work reported a 32-fold increase of the spontaneous
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emission rate in a similar system [48], and others estimated theoretically that Fp
could be as high as 190 for InAs QDs on microdisk cavities [49]. From Equation

(59), for a microsphere with a radius of 25 µm and a Q factor of 109, FP would

be approximately 480 at a wavelength of 750 nm, assuming that the mode volume

is equal to the microsphere volume (in reality Veff would be signi�cantly smaller).

This suggests that large Purcell factors might be achievable for microspheres, but in

reality Fp is usually found to be much smaller due to several deleterious e�ects (i.e.,

positioning of the QD away from the �eld antinode, polarization mismatch for the

dipole and the cavity, and lower Q factors for QD-coated microspheres, and the �nite

linewidth of the emitter).

1.2.2 Ensemble properties

While Q and V are the most important cavity-related properties, the �uorescence

WGM spectrum can be described by an additional set of parameters when an ensemble

of emitters is coupled to a cavity. These properties are common in laser and grating

physics: the free spectral range (FSR), the cavity Finesse (F), and the WGM visibility

(VI). In a microsphere, the FSR is de�ned as the frequency di�erence between two

modes with the same radial and polar numbers but di�ering by one azimuthal number,

and can be estimated as [50, 51]:

∆fFSR = fnm, l − fnm, l−1 ≈
c

2πa

tan−1
√
n2
i − 1√

n2
i − 1

, (60)

where ∆fFSR is the free spectral range, fnm, l is the resonant frequency for a mode

with quantum numbers (n, m, l), fnm, l−1 is the frequency of a mode one angular unit

smaller, c is the speed of light in vacuum, a is the radius of the cavity, and ni is its re-

fractive index. The FSR depends inversely on the size of the microsphere: the smaller

the radius, the greater the frequency separation between modes. Experimentally, the

FSR is a measure of how well-separated the WGMs are; a small FSR implies that

the WGMs may signi�cantly overlap and that they may be experimentally di�cult

to resolve.

The �nesse of the cavity is de�ned as the ratio of the free spectral range to the

full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of a resonance and is given by

F= ∆fFSR
∆fFWHM

= Q
∆fFSR
f0

. (61)

In a small microcavity, the free spectral range can be similar to the cavity mode
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frequency. In this case, the �nesse is similar in magnitude to the Q factor and is

thus also a measure of the ability of the cavity to store energy. In a large cavity,

∆fFSR << f0, so the Q factor is much larger than the �nesse. The �nesse also

characterizes the resolving power or spectral resolution of the cavity [52].

Finally, the visibility of a whispering gallery mode is de�ned as

VI =
Imax − Imin
Imax + Imin

, (62)

where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum intensity in the mode structure,

respectively. The visibility essentially quanti�es the intensity contrast between the

WGM resonances and the background. A good visibility helps to distinguish the

WGMs from experimental noise.

1.2.3 Loss mechanisms

There are several e�ects that can limit the maximum achievable Q factor for any

given microsphere. These include radiation losses due to the curved surfaces of the

cavity (sometimes called �di�raction� losses), scattering due to surface roughness,

and losses due to material absorption. Since these e�ects can all be important in

the microcavities to be studied in this thesis, each of these loss mechanisms will be

discussed brie�y.

The observable cavity Q factor can be described as a �resistors in parallel� sum-

mation of the limiting Q factors due to each individual loss mechanism [53]:

Q−1
total = Q−1

rad +Q−1
sca +Q−1

abs + · · · , (63)

where Qtotal is the total Q factor, Qrad is the Q factor limited by radiation loss, Qsca is

the Q factor limited by the roughness-induced scattering loss, and Qabs is the limiting

value due to material absorption. Separating the individual contributions to the total

cavity Q in this way is useful, since the dominant loss mechanism can be di�erent for

di�erently-sized microspheres, for microspheres with a quantum-dot-coating, or even

for samples that have been stored in the lab for a long period of time.

Radiation loss

Radiation loss is due to the curvature of the microsphere surface. When a plane

electromagnetic wave is incident on the curved interface between the microsphere

and its surroundings, part of the energy is lost in the form of a radiating wave. In
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order to estimate the radiation-limited Q factor, one can �nd the complex root, k0,

of Equations (44) and (54). The Q factor is then obtained from k0 via

Qrad =
Re[k0]

2Im[k0]
, (64)

where Re[k0] and Im[k0] are the real part and imaginary part of the wave number,

respectively.

Surface Roughness

Surface roughness can cause light to be scattered out of the cavity. In previous

work, the loss coe�cient, αrough, has been estimated using theories developed to model

light scattering from optical waveguides [53, 54]. Accordingly, the loss coe�cient due

to surface roughness was estimated as

αrough = ϕ2(r)(ncavity
2 − 1)

k2
vac

8ncavity
σ2
rms

√
π

neff2−1

, (65)

where ϕ2(r) is the �eld intensity at the resonator surface, normalized such that
´∞

0
=

ϕ2(r)dr = 1, neff is the e�ective refractive index of the mode, ncavity is the refractive

index of the cavity material, kvac = 2π/λvac is the vacuum wave vector, and σrms is

the root-mean-square roughness. As we showed in Chapter 1.1.2, the electric �eld

intensity along the radial direction can be calculated. The e�ective index can be

estimated as a weighted average calculated from the fraction of the �eld energy in

each layer [55, 56]. Once all this has been done, the roughness limited Q factor can

be estimated according to:

Qsca =
2πneff
λαrough

(66)

Absorption-related loss

The material used to fabricate the microcavity may be absorbing, thereby limit-

ing the total Q factor due to absorption-related loss. For example, the absorption

coe�cient, αabs, of high-quality silica limits the ultimate achievable Q factor to ap-

proximately 1010 at a wavelength of 633 nm [33]. Ellipsometry is often used to measure

the extinction coef�cient, κabs, where αabs = 4πκabs/λ, and this value can be used to

calculate the absorption-limited Q factor.

In order to estimate Qabs, we can use the same mode-solving procedure as outlined

above, except that the imaginary part of the material refractive index is not zero (i.e.,
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the extinction coe�cient κabs > 0). This lowers the total calculated Q factor from

the radiation limited value to one limited by both absorption and radiation losses:

(
1

Qabs

+
1

Qrad

)−1 =
Re[k0]

2Im[k0]
, (67)

where Re[k0] and Im[k0] denotes the real part and the imaginary part of the complex

resonant wave vector, as before. Since the radiation-limited Q factor can be calculated

from Equation (64) (without the absorber), the absorption-related Q factor can be

deduced from Equation (67).

The Q factors due to radiation loss, absorption, and roughness-induced scattering

can be estimated as a function of microsphere radius (Figure 6). For these calcu-

lations, the absorption coe�cient of silica was assumed to be 10−9 µm-1 [57]. We

see that Qrad increases exponentially as a function of the radius, and for radii larger

than ∼ 6 µm, the radiation limited Q factor quickly becomes much larger than the

maximum Q factors observed experimentally. Therefore, the radiation loss becomes

negligible compared to other losses for large microspheres. The absorption-limited

Q factor decreases only slightly on the sphere radius, mainly because the electric

�eld becomes better con�ned within the absorbing silica. Qsca is larger than Qrad for

spheres with radii smaller than ∼ 4 µm, assuming a root-mean-square roughness of

3.4 nm, as reported for the quantum-dot �lms used in the present work [53]. Thus,

when the sphere radius exceeds ∼ 4 µm, scattering loss becomes more important

and eventually becomes the Q-limiting loss mechanism. Given that the microspheres

fabricated in this thesis will have radii in the range of 30 µm to 100 µm, surface

roughness is thus expected to be the main limiting e�ect on the measured Q factors.

Inter-band absorption

One other loss mechanism could be important in the case of quantum-dot-coated

microspheres like those synthesized in the present work. The QDs can themselves

absorb cavity photons, exciting a carrier from the valence to the conduction band (i.e.,

inter-band absorption). The limiting Q factor due to this process can be estimated

as well [58]. Accordingly, the loss coe�cient, αib, is

αib = Γ(λ)

ˆ RQD,max

RQD,min

σabs(RQD)ρ(RQD)dRQD(λ), (68)

where Γ(λ) is the con�nement factor (the fraction of the mode energy stored within

the QD-coating), RQD(λ) is the radius of a nanocrystal emitting with a bandgap

corresponding to λ, RQD,max and RQD,min is the radius of the largest and smallest
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Figure 6. Limiting Q factors due to radiation loss, material loss (silica),
and surface roughness for pure silica microspheres with radii varying from
1 µm to 11 µm. The WGM wavelength is around 750 nm in all cases. The
outside medium is air. The inset shows Qabs on a di�erent vertical scale.
The surface-roughness-induced scattering will be the most signi�cant loss
that limits the Q factor for large microspheres.

nanocrystal in the sample, respectively, σabs(R) is the absorption cross section as a

function of the nanocrystal radius, and ρ(RQD) is the nanocrystal size distribution

function. The integral term is simply meant to sum the e�ect of inter-band absorption

across a known size distribution, when there is a variation of σabs with the particle

radius. Q factors limited by inter-band absorption of the Si QDs are give by

Qib =
2πneff
λαib

. (69)

A simple �back-of-the-envelope� estimate will be applied here to calculate the Q

factor limited by the inter-band absorption of the Si QDs. One can use a QD radius

and number density of 1.5 nm and 2.4×1018 cm-3, respectively, as appropriate for QDs

synthesized by the same methods as in this thesis [53]. The absorption cross section

used in this work has not been studied yet, however, for an easy approximation, one

could use 3.8 × 10−18 cm2 measured for Si-rich silicon oxide layers from Ref. [59].

The con�nement factor is calculated using equations developed in Chapter 1.1.2, for

microspheres radius of 1 µm to 11 µm and a QD �lm thickness of 0.05 µm, at resonant

wavelength of ∼ 750 nm which is around the peak wavelength of the �uorescence

spectrum. Using those values, Qib associated with the Si-QD coating is plotted in

Figure 7. This is on the same order of magnitude as Qsca when the microsphere
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Figure 7. Limiting Q factors due to inter-band absorption and Mie
scattering for the Si-QD-�lm, for microspheres with radii varying from 1
µm to 12 µm. The WGM wavelength is around 750 nm in all cases. The
outside medium is air, and the thickness of the QD �lm is 50 nm.

radius ∼ 4 µm, suggesting that interband absorption in the QD �lms can represent

signi�cant loss mechanism. This conclusion is slightly di�erent from the results of

Ref. [58] for the case of a microdisk. The microdisk was fabricated lithographically

and was much rougher than our QD �lms (rms roughness ∼ 17 nm vs ∼ 3 nm). Thus,

surface roughness e�ects dominated over inter-band absorption for a microdisk; where

here the e�ects are comparable.

Mie scattering

Finally, Mie theory can be used to describe the scattering of electromagnetic �eld

by the (spherical) QDs that coat a microsphere. The loss coe�cient due to Mie

scattering can be estimated according to Ref. [53]

αmie(RQD, λ) = Γ(λ)

ˆ RQD,max

RQD,min

σmie(RQD, λ)ρ(RQD)dRQD(λ), (70)

where the variables have the same meaning as in Equation (68). The integral again

sums the scattering e�ect over the QD size distribution. The σmie(RQD, λ) term

represents the scattering cross-section associated with the QDs and is given by the

Rayleigh formula [60]

σmie(R, λ) =
8π

3
(
2πncavity

λ
)4R6(

n2
QD − n2

cavity

n2
QD + 2n2

cavity

)2, (71)
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where ncavity and nQD are the refractive index of the microcavity and QDs, respec-

tively.

Again, for a simple estimation, the �back-of-the-envelope� calculation is applied.

For the Si-QDs relevant to this thesis, one can take R = 1.5 nm and ρ = 2.4×1018 cm-3

[53], ncavity = 1.452, nQD=1.67 [61], and λ = 750 nm, leading to σMie ∼ 1.98× 10−22

cm2. The Q factor due to the Mie scattering is estimated as usual:

Qmie =
2πneff
λαmie

. (72)

The estimated Mie-scattering-limited Q factor is calculated and plotted in Figure

7. Qmie is almost 4 orders of magnitude higher than Qsca; thus Mie scattering is

insigni�cant compared to the other loss mechanisms.

Loss mechanism summary

Scattering due to surface roughness and the inter-band absorption appear to be

the main Q-limiting loss mechanisms for microspheres with radii larger than ∼ 4 µm.

Qrad, Qabs and Qmie are all a few orders of magnitude larger than Qsca and Qib for

microspheres larger than this. Since Qsca and Qib are comparable for the samples used

in our work (generally on the order of 50µm in diameter), there would probably not

be much bene�t to attempting to produce smoother �lms, because of the inter-band

absorption losses. Interestingly, as discussed further in Chapter 2.3, the ultimate

observable Q factors in our microspheres are typically in the range of a few times of

∼ 105, which is reasonably close to the calculated Qtotal shown in Figure 6.

1.2.4 Applications of optical microspheres

Microspheres have several potential applications that are currently being explored.

�Tagged� or labeled �uorescent microspheres are already available commercially and

are used in the biomedical �eld (e.g., for in vivo imaging) [62]. Here we will review

more speci�cally the potential applications associated with microcavity e�ects.

� Low-threshold microlasers. As discussed in Chapter 1.2.1, microspheres have

high Q factors and a reasonably high Q/Veff ratio, which could make them

attractive for low-threshold microlaser applications. The threshold of a laser

is the power needed to balance optical gain and the loss in the laser cavity.

In a microsphere, a high Q factor implies a low-loss cavity. Furthermore, the

moderate mode volume implies that the total energy needed to achieve inversion

is quite small. Microspheres with emitters, such as Er [63], Er:Yb [64], Er:Yt
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[65], Nd [66], HgTe QDs [15], have thus been investigated as possible micro-

lasers, with lasing thresholds as low as a few hundred nW [66].

� Thermo-optic switch. In a thermo-optic switch, one has two light sources: a

�signal� beam that is to be switched, and a pump beam to control the switch.

A microsphere can be coated with an absorbing layer (e.g., QDs [67] or a poly-

mer [68] �lm), and both beams are evanescently coupled to the sphere through

a taper or waveguide. When the pump beam is turned o�, the signal beam

is scanned on resonance with a WGM and a low intensity is detected at the

output of the tapered �ber or waveguide. When the pump is switched on, the

temperature of the microsphere increases, the refractive index changes via the

thermo-optic e�ect, and the cavity WGM shifts away from the signal wave-

length. Therefore, the signal beam does not couple e�ciently into the micro-

sphere and the output increases. Since microspheres have high Q factors (i.e.,

a sharp linewidth), the switching power required can be as low as 3.4 µW[67].

� Absorption microspectrometer. The intensity of light in a WGM is a�ected

by losses arising from the absorbance in the analyte surrounding the micro-

sphere. A clever way to utilize this property by constructing a microsphere-

based micro�uidic-absorption spectrometer was devised in Ref. [69]. The basic

idea is that incident �white light� radiation is directed evanescently into a mi-

crosphere through a prism. The microsphere is eccentric rather than perfectly

spherical, leading to the formation of nondegenerate, higher-order polar WGMs

(i.e., l 6= |m|) which are not in the equatorial plane. Some of the incident light

is coupled into these modes and is emitted at an angle away from the equatorial

plane. Light in these �elliptical modes� can be collected by a detector located

near the sphere. Since the evanescent light source consists of white light, many

closely-spaced WGMs are excited simultaneously. Although the FSR was too

small to observe individual resonances, by admitting a �uid analyte in a channel

around the microsphere the absorption spectrum could be measured by com-

paring the spectrum obtained with and without the analyte.

� Refractive index sensors. Another potential application of the microsphere re-

lates to the �eld of micro�uidic-type sensors. This application will be directly

relevant to the work done in this thesis. Essentially, the electric �eld of WGMs

extends slightly outside the sphere and �samples� the surrounding medium. A

change in the local refractive index will result in a WGM wavelength shift.
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This shift represents the transduction mechanism. In this application, one is

measuring changes in the local refractive index of the analyte �uid.

� Biosensors. Silica microspheres are amenable to a myriad of surface functional-

ization chemistries [70, 71, 72, 73]. Silane-based functionalization schemes are

probably the most common but other types are widespread as well [74]. When

bio-molecules attach speci�cally to the surface of the microsphere, they can be

detected via a shift of the WGM resonance wavelength [75, 76]. The basic trans-

duction method is the same as in the above case; the main di�erence is that

the WGM shift should now be speci�c to a target analyte. Several examples

have been shown in the literature; for example for protein detection [23], single

virions [77], and E. coli bacteria [78].

1.2.5 Getting light in and out of a microsphere

All of the previous applications have a �simple� requirement: light must go into a

microsphere and at some point it must be emitted into the surroundings. Thus, the

means of getting light to couple into (and out of) the modes of a microsphere is a

critical part of the experiment. There are two common methods to couple light into a

microsphere: the �rst uses evanescent coupling through a tapered �ber or waveguide,

and the second requires the excitation of a �uorophore placed on the microsphere

surface. Both methods will be used in this work; therefore these two methods will be

discussed brie�y in this section.

Evanescent coupling

Evanescent coupling is based on the overlapping of the evanescent �elds of the micro-

sphere WGMs and a nearby �ber taper. Essentially, light is injected into a �ber, and

the �ber (which must be tapered for reasons to be discussed shortly) is brought close

to the microsphere so that light can be coupled into the sphere via the evanescent

�elds of the two structures. Thus, the length scale of the evanescent �eld is an im-

portant parameter that governs how close together the �ber (or waveguide) and the

microsphere have to be in order to have e�cient coupling of light between the two

structures.

The length scale of the evanescent �eld can be readily estimated for a �at surface,

as is commonly done in many optics textbooks [79]. A very brief review will be pro-

vided here, because the characteristic length is an important experimental parameter

in this work. In Figure 8, ray-a and ray-b pass from medium 1 with refractive index n1
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Figure 8. Total internal re�ection at the interface z = 0 between two
media with refractive indices n1 (shaded area) and n2 (n1 > n2). TIR
occurs at critical angle θc. The inset shows how the intensity decreases in
the low-index medium when the incident angle is equal to or larger than
θc.

to medium 2 with index n2, with n1 > n2. Total internal re�ection (TIR) occurs when

the incident angle, θ1, is equal or larger than the critical angle, θc = sin−1(n2/n1).

To study the amplitude of electric �eld in medium 2, the transmitted wave can

be represented as [79]

Et = E0te
i(kt·r−ωt), (73)

where E0t is the amplitude of the electric �eld, ω is the angular frequency, and kt · r
is expressed as

kt · r = kt(−xsinθt − zcosθt), (74)

where θt is the transmitted angle and the incident angle is θi. kt · r in Equation (74)

can be rewritten as a function of θi, since θt is dependent on θi,

cosθt ≡
√

1− sin2θt =

√
1− (

n1

n2

)2sin2θi. (75)

At the critical angle θc, cosθt = 0. When θi > θc (i.e., total internal re�ection),

Equation (75) becomes complex and cosθt can be written as
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cosθt = i

√
(
n1

n2

)2sin2θi − 1. (76)

Therefore, the exponential factor in Equation (73) is given by

kt · r = −ktx
n1

n2

sinθi − iktz
√

(
n1

n2

)2sin2θi − 1. (77)

Finally, by substituting Equation (77) into Equation (73), we obtain:

Et = E0te
−iωteiktx(n1/n2)sinθie−α|z|, (78)

where α ≡ kt
√

(n1/n2)2sin2θi − 1. This leads directly to the characteristic evanescent

�eld length:

d =
1

α
=

λ

2π
√

(n1

n2
)2sin2θi − 1

. (79)

Equation (79) can provide a simple estimation of how far the evanescent �eld

extends from a silica glass interface into the surrounding medium. For the glass-air

interface, the critical angle is θc = 44◦ and the penetration depth is d = 114 nm when

the incident angle is 90◦. From an experimental perspective this is a short distance

and it means that the �ber and the microsphere have to be close together, requiring

the use of nanometric positioning equipment, in order for e�cient coupling to occur.

The calculation of the penetration depth in Equation (79) is based on a �at in-

terface. However, a microsphere has a curved interface in which the �eld outside

the sphere follows a Hankel function (see Equation (34)). Thus, the �eld outside

the microsphere is not technically �evanescent� (i.e., lossless) but the term is widely

used in the literature anyway, because at large nk0r the �eld is nearly exponential

(see Equation (27)). One might use the point at which the �eld has decayed to 1/e

of its amplitude at the interface to describe the evanescent �eld �length�, as for the

case of a �at surface. However, this is somewhat complicated by the fact that by the

time that the �eld has reached the 1/e distance (compared to its amplitude at the

interface), it is not yet behaving exponentially (i.e., the distance is still too short for

the asymptotic approximation to be accurate).

In practice, however, the coupling e�ciency between a microsphere and a taper

(e.g., measured as power transferred per round trip) requires a calculation of the

overlap integral for the two �elds (sphere and taper). Ref. [80] showed how to do
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Figure 9. Finite di�erence time domain (FDTD) simulation showing
731.8 nm-light propagating along a taper (from left to right) and coupling
into a WGM of a microsphere. The WGM and the taper modes are phase
matched: that is, the position of the amplitude maxima and minima are
coincident in both structures.

this, and found that the coupling could be reasonably e�ective even up to distance of

∼ 1 µm.

The need for e�cient coupling between the sphere and the �ber establishes some

requirements on the optical �ber from which light is to be coupled into and out of

the microsphere. First, the �ber must have a narrow waist, which generally requires

tapering. A narrow waist can ensure that the taper supports only a few �ber modes,

or even a single one. A single-mode �ber is desirable for coupling light into a micro-

sphere, because it avoids having losses from the sphere into higher-order �ber modes.

Second, the taper should be nearly adiabatic, so that there is no energy transfer into

surroundings as the �ber waist narrows. Third, the taper and the microsphere should

ideally be �phase matched�. This means that the propagation constant of the ta-

per must match that in the microsphere, in order to ensure constructive interference

between light propagating within the two structures (Figure 9). While an adiabatic

taper can be made fairly easily [81], a single mode �ber at wavelengths around 800nm

is fragile and di�cult to prepare. The phase matching condition can also be di�cult

to meet exactly.

There are three regimes that are often de�ned for light coupling between a taper

and a microsphere. These regimes depend on the round-trip resonator loss and the

amount of power coupled to the microsphere from the taper. The round-trip cavity

loss, γ (i.e., caused by the loss mechanisms discussed in Chapter 1.2.3) is approxi-

mately equal to the product 2πaα [82], where 2πa is the microsphere circumference

and α is the absorption coe�cient. The power coupling ratio, κ, is the ratio of power

coupled into the sphere to the total power in the taper. The transmittance of the

taper, T , at resonance ω0 is given by [82]

T (ω0) = (
1− κ/γ
1 + κ/γ

)2. (80)
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When κ < γ, the taper-microsphere system is in the �under-coupled� regime. In

this case, the transmission through the taper at the resonant frequency cannot reach

zero (in other words, the �dip� in the transmission spectrum is small). However, the

Q factor of the microsphere is preserved because light loss back into the taper is

minimal. When κ > γ, the system is overcoupled and the transmission once again

does not go to zero on the resonance, since the optical power in the sphere couples very

e�ectively back into the taper. However, the Q factor can be signi�cantly lowered due

to excessive loss from the sphere into the taper. Finally, if κ = γ, the transmittance

goes to zero on resonance and the system is �critically coupled�. This ensures a good

signal strength (i.e., the transmission dip is large) while at the same time maintaining

a good Q factor. When moving the sphere closer to the taper, the coupling regime

will transfer from being under-coupled to critically-coupled and then to over-coupled.

Fluorescence coupling

First, let us discuss some de�nitions. Luminescence is light induced at normal or

lower temperatures, i.e., the light is not induced from heat energy. Photoluminescence

is generally the light emission after excitation by another shorter-wavelength light

source. If this re-emission-light process happens fast (on the order of 10−7 s), it is

called �uorescence. In contrast, it is called phosphorescence if the process time lasts

longer (e.g., seconds or even hours). The life time of Si QDs is ∼µs [83]. Therefore,
the term photoluminescence and �uorescence can both be used associated with the

work in this thesis.

Exciting the WGMs via �uorescence presents a di�erent experimental situation,

with its own advantages and disadvantages. In this method, a �uorophore (i.e.,

quantum dots, as in this thesis) has to be placed as near as possible to the electric

�eld maximum of the WGM. Since the �eld maximum is near the surface of the

microsphere, this type of cavity is reasonably easy to fabricate by simply placing the

�uorescent species directly onto the surface of the sphere. When the �uorophore is

excited with a short-wavelength laser or LED, a fraction of the spontaneous emission

couples into the WGMs, as discussed in Chapter 1.2.1. The WGMs then appear as

intensity maxima in the resulting �uorescence spectrum.

Fluorescence measurements have a few key advantages. First, and probably most

important, there is no need for the fabrication of a delicate �ber taper or waveguide,

and there is no requirement for specialized positioning equipment. These are probably

the most ��nicky� aspects of the evanescent coupling method, and sidestepping them
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presents a signi�cant experimental simpli�cation. Second, there is also no need for a

narrow-band tunable light source, which as yet presents a considerable experimental

cost. Third, many WGMs can be collected simultaneously, whereas the evanescent

method involves scanning over the modes in series.

However, there are a few drawbacks of the �uorescence method as well. First, the

emitted light must enter a spectroscopy system, which implies a signi�cant loss of

intensity. Indeed, while the microWatt (or even milliWatt) range is easily possible in

the evanescent technique described above, nanoWatt (or even picoWatt) intensities

will be more common in a �uorescence system. Second, placing an emitter onto the

microsphere surface can lower the Q factor due to roughness-induced scattering or

absorption, as discussed in Chapter 1.2.3.

In this thesis, the �uorophore will be silicon quantum dots deposited onto the

microsphere surface. The use of quantum dots, as opposed to conventional organic

dyes, presents some advantages in terms of the stability (and utility) of the �uorescent

cavity structure. The technique developed in this work has several useful features, as

will be shown further in the main body of the thesis. In order to better understand

the �uorophore, a brief review of the energy levels of of quantum dots generally, and

then silicon more speci�cally, can be of value. This will give some basic information

on the luminescence spectrum associated with the materials used here. For a full

description of quantum dot physics, the reader is referred to References [42], [84],

and [85]; here some of the key points will be reviewed in order to provide a basic

understanding of the emitter used in this work.

1.3 Quantum dots

1.3.1 Particle in a spherical box

Quantum dots are nanometer-scale semiconductor crystallites that are, in many cases,

excellent �uorophores compared to conventional organic dyes. The optical properties

of QDs, such as the absorption and emission spectra, can be tuned by controlling their

size. QDs are also chemically stable and inert, while organic dyes often show the ef-

fects of photobleaching [86]. They have a large transition dipole moment compared

to atomic or molecular species [87], which are important for cavity-QD interactions.

Furthermore, QDs can be fabricated by a variety of di�erent methods, which can be

important in �ne-tuning their chemical and physical properties [88, 89, 90]. Direct-

gap QDs have been commercially available in various sizes and compositions for many

years. In this work, the �uorescence spectrum of optical microspheres will be inves-
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Figure 10. Schematic energy band diagram of bulk semiconductor ma-
terials (a) and quantum dots (b). The continuous energy bands become
quantized in the case of QDs, increasing the electron-hole recombination
energy.

tigated, using a layer of Si QDs as the �uorophore.

In order to understand the size-tuneability associated with the optical properties of

QDs, one can brie�y review the energy level structure of a �generic� bulk semiconduc-

tor with that of the corresponding quantum dot. In the bulk, the momentum-energy

states in the valence and conduction bands are continuous. There is, of course, a

forbidden energy gap between these bands, which is a fundamental property of all

semiconductors. The band gap, Eg, depends on the crystal symmetry and com-

position, and is in the range of 0.5 − 3 eV for most conventional semiconductors.

However, when the material dimension decreases to the nanometer scale, the energy

levels in the conduction and valence bands become quantized (see Figure 10). This

so-called quantum con�nement e�ect determines the energies at which the QD can

absorb and emit radiation. Because of its importance, we will give a brief overview of

quantum con�nement and then provide a speci�c look at silicon, before closing this

introduction with an overview of refractometric sensing mechanisms for QD-coated

silica microspheres.

To calculate the energy quantization e�ect in a quantum dot, one typically starts

from a simple �particle in a spherical box� model. In this model, a quantum dot is
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considered as a three dimensional spherically symmetric potential well U(r) with an

in�nite barrier. The potential energy is thus, in the simplest sense, a straightforward

piecewise function [85]:

U(r) =

0, for r ≤ a

∞, for r > a
, (81)

where a is the radius of the quantum dot and r is the radial coordinate. In this

approximation, charge carriers will be con�ned within the spherical potential barrier

and cannot appear outside the barrier. The wave equation for electron (or hole)

motion is given by the Schrödinger equation

Hψ = Eψ, (82)

where E is the electron energy, ψ is the electron (or hole) wave function, and the

Hamiltonian in the spherical coordinates is [85]

H = − ~2

2mer2
{ ∂
∂r

(r2 ∂

∂r
) +

1

sinθ
[
∂

∂θ
(sinθ

∂

∂θ
) +

1

sinθ

∂2

∂φ2
]}+ U(r). (83)

where r, θ, φ are as indicated in Figure 4 and me is the electron e�ective mass (mh

is the hole e�ective mass). The solutions can be expressed as [91]

ψn,l,m(r, θ, φ) = Rnl(r)Ylm(θ, φ), (84)

where Ylm is the spherical harmonic function, and Rnl(r) satis�es the equation

d2Rnl

dr2
+

2

r

dRnl

dr
+ [k2 − l(l + 1)

r2
]Rnl = 0. (85)

By setting z = kr, Equation (85) can be written as

d2Rnl

dz2
+

2

z

dRnl

dz
+ [1− l(l + 1)

z2
]Rnl = 0. (86)

Due to the spherical symmetry of the problem (similar to the case for the WGMs

described earlier), the solutions are again given by the spherical Bessel functions of the

�rst and second kinds, denoted jl(kr) and yl(kr). The Bessel functions of the second

kind are excluded because they are in�nite at the origin, which would be unphysical.

The three quantum numbers in Equation (84) are the radial number n, the azimuthal

number l, and the �polar� number m. Again, we observe the similarity between this

result and the one for the spherical WGMs in Chapter 1.1.2. The azimuthal number
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gives the angular momentum value L:

L2 = ~2l(l + 1), l = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , (87)

and the polar number gives the L component parallel to the z axis:

Lz = ~m, m = 0, ±1,±2, . . . ,±l. (88)

For each integer l, the numberm can take on integer values between±l. Therefore,
each state is 2l+ 1 degenerate. Energy levels with l = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . are denoted as s-,

p-, d-, and f- states, and so forth in alphabetical order. The spin quantum number s

can take values of 1/2 and −1/2, to indicate the spin up and down states, as usual.

The total angular momentum associated with a con�ned electron or hole is then given

by

J = ~
√
j(j + 1), (89)

where j = |l − s|, |l − s|+ 1, · · · |l + s|. Thus, one can describe the con�ned electron

states completely with four quantum numbers: the radial number n, the azimuthal

number l, the polar number m and the spin number s.

The energy of the electron (or hole) states can be derived from the boundary

condition requiring that Rn,l(kr) = 0 at r ≥ a. This means that the wave number

associated with the charge carriers must satisfy ka = χn,l, where χnl are roots (i.e.,

the zeros) of the spherical Bessel functions with n being the number of the root and

l being the order of the function. The allowed energy values for a con�ned electron

can then be calculated from the formula:

Ee
nl =

~2k2

2me

=
~2χ2

nl

2mea2
. (90)

The con�nement energy is inversely proportional to the square of the QD radius. The

same formula applies to con�ned holes, with me replaced by mh (the hole e�ective

mass). The energy states are classi�ed by the radial and azimuthal number with 2l+1

degeneracy. When the angular momentum is zero (i.e., l = 0), Equation (90) reduces

to

En =
~2(πn)2

2mea2
. (91)

The lowest energy levels are E1e = ~2π2/2mea
2 and E1h = ~2π2/2mha

2 for the electron

and the hole, respectively.
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The total electron-hole energy di�erence is given by

Eeh(a) = Eg + Ee
nl(a) + Eh

nl(a), (92)

which, ideally, corresponds to the photon energy that can be absorbed by the quantum

dot. Eg is the band gap of the bulk material. Although QDs may absorb to higher-

energy states, they can relax thermally (see Figure 10) to the lowest excited states

(i.e., E1e and E1h) prior to emitting (this is especially true for the valence band (hole)

states, since they tend to be close together in energy).

1.3.2 Silicon QDs

The model described above allows one to obtain a simple picture of the quantum

con�nement e�ect. However, it is a rather gross simpli�cation, especially as concerns

silicon QDs. Several additional e�ects can modify the overall absorption and emission

spectra, including but not limited to: i) the �nite potential barriers; ii) electron-hole

Coulomb and spin interactions; iii) phonon e�ects including quantization (silicon

has an indirect gap thus requiring phonons for momentum conservation); and, iv)

the spread of momentum states due to the uncertainty principle, which can lead to

direct-gap behavior [92]. While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to consider all of

these e�ects, several authors have reported alternative formulas (essentially modi�ed

versions of Equation (92)) that more accurately model the size dependence of the

absorption or emission spectra [93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101].

One example is given in Ref. [94], in which the lowest electron-hole energy di�er-

ence is given by

EPL(a) =

√
E2
g +

D1

a2
, (93)

where EPL is the lowest electron-hole energy di�erence (i.e., the energy di�erence

between E1e and E1h), a is the QD radius, Eg is the band gap of the bulk silicon, and

D1 = 4.8 eV2· nm2. In this equation, the lowest-energy transition is smaller than that

calculated by Equation (92). The derivation of Equation (93) included the e�ects of

the �nite potential barriers and the discontinuity of the e�ective mass of the electron

inside and outside the QD.

A similar size dependence was also reported in Ref. [96]:

EPL(d) = E0 +
3.73

d1.39
− 3.572 · e

2

εd
, (94)

where d is the QD diameter. The derivation of Equation (94) included Coulomb
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Figure 12. An example of the absorption and luminescence spectra of
silicon quantum dots with average diameter of ∼ 1.5 nm (A) and ∼ 2.4 nm
(B). The reference absorption spectrum is marked as X. The absorption
and emission energies are quite di�erent. (adapted from Ref. [103]).

experimental and theoretical e�orts have been devoted to �nding the oxide-related

sub-gap states supposed to be responsible, with Si=O-related (double-bond) states

suggested as the main culprit in some of the earlier works [109]. More recent in-

vestigations have shown that Si-O-Si bridges can also provide luminescent sub-gap

centers in the red and near-IR part of the spectrum [114], and these states seem to be

more physically stable than Si=O double bonds [110, 115]. While the e�ects of oxide-

related luminescence of Si-QDs are still debated, there seems to be at this point a

large amount of evidence that oxidation plays an important role in the emission mech-

anism [61, 112, 113, 109, 110, 115, 114]. This would cause increasing disagreement

between the theoretical models and the experimental results, especially for smaller

particles [109].

The quantum e�ciency (QE) is another important characteristic of QDs generally.

The QE is simply the ratio of emitted photons to absorbed ones, or equivalently, the

fraction of the total recombination rate that is purely radiative:

QE =
number of photons emitted
number of photons absorbed

=
1/τr

1/τnon + 1/τr
, (95)

where τr and τnr are the radiative and non-radiative recombination lifetime, respec-
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tively. In the case of Si QDs, the QE is typically 5-6 orders of magnitude higher than

that of bulk silicon [116]. One reason for this is that the electron-hole wavefunctions

overlap extensively in small QDs, leading to larger radiative rates for smaller parti-

cles [117]. A second factor is the lack of spatial connectivity between the particles,

which minimizes the e�ect of nonradiative traps. While the �capture volume� in bulk

silicon can be quite large [118], in truly isolated QDs a defect can only quench the one

particle in which it is located. Although QDs are probably not truly isolated (i.e., �u-

orescence resonance energy transfer and tunneling can occur between particles [119]),

nonradiative recombination is nevertheless minimized in comparison to bulk silicon.

While the quantum e�ciency of the particles fabricated in this thesis hasn't been

measured, the QE of oxide-embedded Si QDs has been reported to be a few percent

[120, 121]. This value is probably limited by Auger recombination, thermal relaxation

via phonons, and other nonradiative processes. Some studies have claimed a QE as

high as several tens of percent for surface-functionalized Si QDs [122, 123, 117].

In conclusion, Si QDs can be excellent �uorophores for a variety of reasons. First,

the �uorescence quantum e�ciency can be comparatively high. Second, because the

emission spectrum shifts into the visible range (due to quantum con�nement), Si-

QDs tend to be fairly easy to work with (e.g., infrared detectors are not necessary).

Third, Si QDs appear to be biocompatible and show limited toxicity [124, 125, 126],

and can be used for drug delivery [127]. In comparison, II-VI (e.g., CdSe) and III-

V (e.g., GaAs) compound semiconductors are comprised of toxic elements that can

require special procedures during synthesis and analysis. Fourth, Si-QDs show mini-

mal photobleaching compared to conventional organic dyes [128]. Fifth, they may be

amenable to silica surface functionalization chemistry [70, 71, 72, 73]. Sixth, an addi-

tional attractive feature, although not directly related to this work, is that Si QDs are

inherently compatible with silicon-based microphotonic systems and could �nd appli-

cations as a microphotonic light emitter [129]. For many of these reasons (combined

with the more practical fact that our group can easily make uniform nonplanar Si-QD

coatings) silicon QDs were considered as a good �uorophore for utilization with the

microsphere optical cavities investigated in this thesis.
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1.4 Refractometric sensing with QD-coated microspheres: ba-

sics

1.4.1 Refractometric sensitivity of a coated microsphere

The basis of the sensing mechanism results from the fact that part of the electric �eld

energy extends outside the microsphere and into the surrounding medium. The res-

onant frequency therefore shifts when the refractive index of the medium is changed;

it redshifts if the index increases, and vice versa. Furthermore, absorption or scatter-

ing losses in the surrounding medium can decrease the resonance Q factors. These

changes represent the transduction mechanisms by which the optical properties of the

surrounding medium can be sensed.

At least two �gures of merit describe the refractometric sensing ability: (i) the

refractometric sensitivity, S, represents the magnitude of the wavelength shift per

refractive index change of the outside medium; and (ii) the detection limit describes

the minimum detectable change in the external index. Here, we will brie�y discuss the

basic mechanisms that control the sensitivity. This description is based on the work

of Teraoka and Arnold, who, in a series of four papers [75, 76, 130, 131], developed a

perturbation-theory approach to quantify the sensitivity of layered microspheres.

The basis of the theory is to calculate the e�ect of a �perturbation� in the sur-

rounding medium. Essentially as the refractive index of the medium shifts by an

amount dn, one wishes to calculate the fractional resonance wave vector shift δk with

respect to the initial resonance wavevector k0. If the perturbation can be represented

by a uniform change of the refractive index, the fractional wavevector shift can be

written as [75, 76, 130, 131]:

δk

k0

=
dλ

dn
= −energy perturbation

2× electric energy
=

´
Vp
δεrE

∗
0 · Epdr

2
´
V
εrE∗0 · E0dr

, (96)

where V is the volume of the surroundings, Vp is the perturbation volume where the

refractive index changes, E0 is the electric �eld before the perturbation, and Ep is the

perturbed �eld within Vp. This integral can be taken to some arbitrary limit (e.g.,

spherical volume corresponding to 100 times the radius of the microsphere) to avoid

the divergence. Teraoka and Arnold showed how Equation (96) can be solved for a

microsphere with a high-index layer [130, 131]. The refractometric sensitivity is then

given by:
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STE =
dλ

dn
=

λn3I3

n2
1I1 + n2

2I2 + n2
3I3

, (97)

and

STM =
λ

dn3

· 2n3dn3

2n4
3k

2(I1 + I2 + I3)
n3k[d2

l ξ
(1)
l (n3kz)ξ

′(1)
l (n3kz) + n3kI3], (98)

for the TE and TM polarization, respectively, where Ii is the energy density in the ith

layer, and dλ is the resonant wavelength di�erence due to the index change dn. The

refractive indices are n1, n2 and n3, and ξ
′(1)
l (x) is the derivative with respect to the

argument x of the Riccati-Hankel function of the �rst kind. The energy density terms

I1, I2, and I3 can be found by numerical integration of the following expressions:

I1 ≡
ˆ a−t

0

A2
l [ψ(n1kr0)]2dr (99)

I2 ≡
ˆ a

a−t
[Blξ

(2)
l (n2k0r) + Clξ

(1)
l (n2k0r)]

2dr, (100)

and

I3 =

ˆ ∞
a

[Dlξ
(1)
l (n3k0r)]

2dr, (101)

where Al, Bl, Cl, Dl, and k0 are de�ned by solving Equations (40-44). The capital

letters in Equations (99)-(101) can be replaced by small ones to indicate the TM

polarization. The sensitivity is dependent on the refractive index and size of the

microsphere, as well as on the optical properties of the coating and the external

medium.

1.4.2 E�ect of high index layers

The refractive index and thickness of the coating applied to the microsphere will

in�uence the sensitivity and detection limit. The microspheres used in this thesis

will be made of silica glass (n1 = 1.452). The refractive index of the Si QDs coated

on the microsphere is n2 = 1.67 and the extinction coe�cient is κ = 0.0006 [132] in

the spectral range of 700-900 nm. To investigate the e�ect of the thickness on the
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result will be compared to what is observed in a �uorescence spectrum from the

same microsphere, and the reasons for the (large) di�erences will be discussed.

� Chapter 4 will be a thermal characterization of the �uorescence WGM shifts.

Thermal drift (due to laser-induced heating or laboratory temperature �uctua-

tions) can be an important factor that controls the ultimate detection limit of

WGM-based sensor devices. This e�ect will be quanti�ed by varying the tem-

perature around a microsphere and measuring the thermal shifts for di�erent

solvents.

� Chapters 5 and 6 will focus on refractometric measurements. Two di�erent

setups will be used: in one case a QD-coated microsphere will be inserted

directly into a cuvette in which di�erent solutions are added, and the mode

shifts will be measured. The second setup developed in this work involves

inserting the microsphere into a square capillary, into which analyte solutions

are injected with a syringe pump. The results will be compared with theory

and the optimal detection limits for these devices will be investigated.

� Chapter 7 will consist of a short conclusion and look toward the future for

WGM-based sensors.

Chapters 2-6 form the basis of several published papers. However, revisions were done

in order to bring the work into a more �cohesive� thesis-based format.



2. Experimental methods

This chapter was modi�ed from the paper published in the proceedings of the SPIE

9288, 92880Y (2014) by Y. Zhi and A. Meldrum.
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2.1 Fabrication of microspheres coated with Si-QDs

In this section, the methods used to fabricate single silica microsphere will be illus-

trated. A step-by-step procedure will be provided in detail, as many of the methods

had to be developed �in house�.

2.1.1 Fabrication of microspheres

The basic process used to fabricate a microsphere involved melting an optical �ber.

Standard OZ Optics 780-nm-single mode �ber (SMF-780-5/125-0.25-L) was used for

most samples, although the exact type of �ber used didn't a�ect the �nal product.

Approximately 10-cm-long sections were cut from the spool, and then the �ber jacket

and bu�er were stripped o�. The bare �bers were then cleaned with denatured alcohol

to remove residual debris, and were transferred to an optical setup used for melting

glass �ber (Figure 14(a)).

A single piece of cleaned �ber was next prepared for the melting process. The

�ber was attached to a linear translation stage (MT-XYZ from Newport) so that it

could be moved into the focus of the laser. One end of the �ber was inserted into

a groove that was machined into a small clamp made for holding the �ber. A thin

metal sheet covers the groove and is tightened by a screw to �x the �ber vertically

in place (inset of Figure 14(a)). A metal washer was a�xed with scotch tape to the

bottom of the �ber, to be used as a weight. The grooved clamp can be screwed onto

an optical post and attached to the linear translation stage. A webcam was placed

nearby in order to observe the �ber during the melting process.

To fabricate the microsphere, a CO2 laser was used to melt a small region of the

�ber. The laser employed in this work is the ULR-10 by Universal Laser Systems,

which has a maximum average power of 10 W at a pulse frequency of 5 kHz. To

begin, one needs the beam of the CO2 laser to be incident around the middle of the

�ber length. A set of gold mirrors and chalcogenide lenses compatible with the 10.6

µm radiation of the laser was used to focus the beam near the correct location on the

�ber. To achieve su�cient heating and melting of the glass �ber, this laser needs to be

operated fairly close to full power. Initially, the �ber translation stage and alignment

mirrors were used to bring the beam incident roughly in the middle of the �ber. The

CO2 laser is equipped with a visible red diode laser to mark the beam path. When

the guiding laser beam was centered, the pulsed CO2 beam was turned on and small

positioning adjustments were made by �nely tuning the translation stage. Once the

�ber is at the focus of the laser light, it starts melting and begins to stretch (Figure
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Figure 15. (a) Diagram showing the structure of hydrogen silsesquioxane,
adapted from Ref. [134]. (b) Graphic illustrating a microsphere being
dipped into the HSQ solution for ∼ 30 s; and (c) then annealed in a
furnace at 1100 ◦C for 1 hour.

14(b)).

Once the �ber stretched or tapered by ∼ 5 cm, the laser power is increased in

order to cut the �ber in half (see Figure 14(c)), dropping the washer part onto the

table. Next, the end of the taper is brought into the focus of the laser by using the

linear translation stage to move the �ber holder. Once the taper is within the laser

focus, a spherical shape begins to form on the end of the taper as it starts to melt

(Figure 14(d)). One then slowly lowers the taper using the translation stage, thereby

adding material to the melt until the desired sphere size is achieved. When the sphere

reaches the desired size, the laser is turned o� and the melt forms a solid microsphere

which remains attached to the leftover �ber via a narrow neck (Figure 14(e)). The

remaining �ber can be carefully removed from the holder, taking care not to allow

the sphere to touch any external objects, as the neck region is fragile.

2.1.2 Quantum dot fabrication

Si QDs can be chemically synthesized on the surface of a microsphere using the �HSQ-

method�. This method is based on thermal annealing of hydrogen silsesquioxane

(HSQ), using a technique developed in Ref. [133]. HSQ is the name given to the

cage-like H8Si8O12 molecule (Figure 15(a)) , which forms a translucent solid at room

temperature and can be dissolved in a variety of solvents. The most common form

of HSQ is trademarked under the name FOx-## from the Dow Corning company,

which is sold as a negative resist for electron beam lithography. The name stands for

�Flowable Oxide� followed by a two-digit number. The FOx 1# series uses methyl

isobutyl ketone (MIBK) as a solvent. In this work, FOx-15 (HSQ concentration

of 15�35% in weight in MIBK) was used to coat the microspheres.

Unfortunately, FOx solutions are fairly di�cult to work with. First, they are
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expensive (typically ∼ CA$ 1000 for a 125 mL bottle); second, the solution is highly

sensitive to air, heat, and moisture. If the bottle is left open to the atmosphere, it

tends to thicken and gel in the space of a few hours or days, depending on humidity

levels. Thus, for the present work, the bottle of FOx was always stored in a glove box

�lled with argon. In order to coat the microsphere, a small aliquot was transferred

into a sealed vial in the glove box. The vial was transported to the furnace and

opened (in air). The microsphere was dipped to a depth of ∼ 1 cm by manually

holding the end of the �ber stem. After holding the sphere in the solution for ∼ 30 s

(Figure 15(b)), it was then withdrawn and transferred immediately to the annealing

furnace (Figure 15(c)). If the FOx solution spends much time in air, the microsphere

tended to have weak �uorescence, possibly due to chemical changes that occur when

HSQ is exposed to moisture.

Annealing at temperatures of 1000 °C or higher is known to drive o� the MIBK

solvent and collapse the cage structure of the HSQ molecules [133], forming a thin solid

coating. The coating is nominally SiOx with x close to 1.5. The exact composition

depends on the amount of silane driven o� during annealing, which seems to be

dependent on the heating rate [135]. At high temperatures the SiOx phase segregates

into a mixture of Si nanoparticles in an SiO2-like matrix. In this work the samples were

heated at a ramp rate of 55 °C/minute up to a temperature of either 1000 or 1100 °C.

Forming gas (a mixture of 95% N2 with 5% H2) was used as the annealing atmosphere,

as hydrogen is known to passivate the QDs and produce a brighter �uorescent �lm

[136]. A glass crucible with slots was fabricated to hold the �bers vertically as they

were raised into the hot zone of a vertically-oriented furnace (Figure 15(c)) (A tube

furnace, in contrast, requires some means of holding the �bers vertically without

allowing the sphere end to come in contact with any surface). After one hour at

high temperature, the samples were allowed to cool back to room temperature over

a period of about 2 hours.

If a thicker QD coating is required, the dipping and annealing process can be

repeated. When the �lms approach ∼ 2 µm in thickness, they begin to peel and

delaminate from the glass surface [133]. Up to four sequential coatings were used

without degradation of the WGMs (see Chapter 6). Other means to control the

�lm thickness include chemical etching and varying the HSQ concentration in the

FOx solution, but we have not investigated these in detail. The lower annealing

temperature was ultimately found to produce less �drooping� of the �bers, but also

resulted in a slightly weaker �uorescence.
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Figure 16. Basic setup for the �uorescence measurements. (a) A micro-
sphere is held in air on the microscope stage, and an Ar+ laser (Coherent
Inc. Innova 70C) is focused onto the sphere (the bright blue dot in the
center of the photograph). (b) The cuvette lid with the metal �sphere
holder�, for inserting the sample into a cuvette. The microsphere may be
barely visible extending vertically upward from the center of the holder.
(c) A microsphere is inserted into a square capillary into which the ana-
lyte solution can be pumped. A heater and thermocouple are placed beside
the capillary for investigating the thermal response of the WGMs. In this
setup, a HeCd laser (Omnichrome LC-500) passes through one face of the
capillary and is incident on the microsphere.

2.2 Photoluminescence spectroscopy

In this section, the apparatus used to collect the luminescence spectrum on a micro-

scope stage will be described. Next, the various calibrations and corrections will be

discussed, followed by the methods used to obtain the WGM spectral shifts.

2.2.1 Data collection

For photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, the coated microsphere was mounted onto

a microscope stage. For experiments conducted in air, a simple stage was built to hold

the microsphere over the objective lens of the inverted Nikon TE2000e epi�uorescence

microscope (Figure 16(a)). The stage is made of aluminum, with a hole drilled into

one end and threaded to hold a magnetic steel screw. A straight groove was cut in

the center of the stage, directly above the threaded hole, for holding the �ber stem.

A small rare-earth magnet was a�xed to a rubber pad and was used to hold the stem

in the groove, with the microsphere end of the �ber extending horizontally over the

objective lens. A few tapped and threaded holes were added to the holder so that it

could be attached to an XYZ piezo-controlled optics stage.

For experiments in which the medium outside the microsphere needed to be a

solution, the microsphere was placed inside a 3.5 mL cuvette. To do this, a �sandwich�
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holder was machined to hold the microsphere horizontally in the cuvette. Essentially,

an aluminum block was �xed into the lid of the cuvette. The block was cut in two

pieces and grooved such that it would clamp the �ber stem and hold it securely

without breaking it. A mounting wax (QuickstickTM 135 from South Bay Technology

Inc.) was used to help ensure that the sphere �stuck� into the groove. The holder,

with the microsphere extending from it, was pushed into the cuvette in order to form a

sealed cap, and the whole apparatus was mounted �horizontally� above the objective

lens. A hole was drilled on one of the side surfaces of the cuvette, at the end far

away from the microsphere, through which �uids could be added or removed from

the cuvette using a pipette or syringe (Figure 16(b)). Since the cuvette was held

horizontally above the objective, this hole would be on the �top� face.

To build up a micro�uidic system for sensorgram-type measurements, a square

capillary (catalog# 8270-050 from VitroCom) with an inner cross-sectional length of

∼ 700 µm was used instead of the cuvette. The idea was to insert the microsphere into

the capillary, and then pump �uids inside. Since the capillary surfaces are �at, one

avoids lensing e�ects that were found to be especially problematic when using round

capillaries (Chapter 5). The square capillary and the microsphere were mounted

onto 3-axis motion controllers (Newport 562 series and Thorlabs RB13MP), with the

sphere held as described above for the �air� experiments (Figure 16(c)). One end of

the capillary was then glued to a polyethylene tube (Becton Dickinson PE190) which

was connected to a syringe attached to a micro-pumping system (Chemyx NanoJet).

The microsphere was then carefully inserted into the other end of the capillary. This

requires some care, since it is easy to �crash� the sphere into a capillary wall, which

usually breaks it o� the �ber stem.

Obviously this geometry presents a problem with respect to �uid disposal. We

could not �nd a very satisfactory solution to this problem; here, we simply used a

�waste cuvette� taped to the side of the objective lens and positioned the capillary

so that the �uid waste would drop into the cuvette. A heater and a thermocouple,

which were connected to Thorlabs TC200 temperature controller, were placed close

to the capillary for experiments characterizing the WGM thermal response.

2.2.2 Calibration of the PL spectra

In order to obtain the �uorescence WGM spectrum, we use a spectrograph with a

�mirrored slit� geometry. The basic idea is that the entrance slit is held at 45◦ with re-

spect to the spectrometer entrance. Part of the image passes through the slit and goes

into an imaging spectrometer; the part that is re�ected is simultaneously collected by
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Figure 17. (a) A �uorescence image captured by the TV camera, on
which the �slit� bisects a microsphere. (b) The corresponding spectral
image of the microsphere. A 1-dimensional spectrum was extracted from
the lower �edge� of the sphere by vertical binning of the region within the
red box.

a TV camera. The camera image thus contains a dark line (the slit) superimposed on

the microscope image. This geometry was particularly advantageous, since it permits

�uorescence imaging and spectroscopy at the same time (Figure 17). The stage can

be moved until the slit bisects the microsphere perpendicular to the stem direction

(Figure 17(a)). A spectral image can then be collected, which represents a �spec-

tral cross section� through the center of the sphere (Figure 17(b)). Typically, 5-30

seconds are needed to collect a reasonably bright spectrum. The resulting spectral

image shows a periodic intensity variation (Figure 17(b)), predominantly in the re-

gions corresponding to the �edges� of the sphere, as viewed in the �uorescence image.

These are the WGMs.

To extract a 1-dimensional spectrum, one can either take a line intensity pro�le

across the spectrum, or a box pro�le (e.g., vertical binning of a portion of the spectral

image in Figure 17). Wavelength calibration was then done using an HgAr lamp to

convert the horizontal axis to a wavelength scale. For detecting small shifts in the

WGMs, care must be taken to ensure that the wavelength calibrations are always

performed on the same pixel �box� on the calibration image from which the data on

the spectral image is taken. This avoids systematic shift errors arising from the fact

that the imaging system cannot project the spectrum perfectly horizontally on the

CCD (i.e., there is typically a small, mostly vertical curvature due to the spectrograph

optics).

In order to calibrate the wavelength, we start with the spectral image of an HgAr

source, relating the observed spectral lines to a table of known lines (Figure 18). Since

the grating within the spectrograph unit can be rotated, it was generally necessary

to �rst ensure that the grating was centered within the wavelength range of the
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Figure 18. The top spectral image shows the spectral lines for the HgAr
lamp, taken by the spectrometer. The extracted 1-dimensional pro�le
are plotted for both pixel and wavelength scales. The wavelength are
converted from the pixels via Equation (102).

photoluminescence. Then a calibration image was taken, and the observed spectral

lines were identi�ed. The spectrum on the CCD is actually reversed from its usual

�orientation� (i.e., longer wavelength on the left of the spectral image). The horizontal

pixel number on the spectral image is nearly linear with wavelength, so all wavelengths

between the observed spectral lines were obtained by a simple linear interpolation:

λ(p) = mp · p+ bp (102)

where mp and bp are the slope and intercept of the linear relationship between wave-

length and pixel number, p. The slope is extrapolated from two spectral lines ac-

cording to mp = [λ(p1)− λ(p2)]/(p1 − p2), where λ(p1) and λ(p2) are the two known

calibration wavelengths on pixel p1 and p2, respectively. The intercept bp is the wave-

length corresponding to the �rst pixel in the spectrum. For this work, the conversion

was λ(p) = −0.105 · p+ 855.666 in nm obtained from the spectrometer (SBIG SGS)

(Figure 18). The negative sign reverses the spectrum (from short to long wavelength).

The second correction concerns the e�ciency of the spectral system. The intensity

correction isn't strictly necessary for characterizing the WGMs, which appear as sharp

peaks, but it does a�ect the overall shape of the spectrum. The e�ciency of the
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Figure 19. The spectral image of the blackbody source with a color
temperature of T = 3100 K (average of 400 spectra). The 1-dimensional
pro�le is extracted from the spectral image using the method illustrated
in Figure 17.

spectroscopy system can be accounted for by calculating a �corrected� spectrum I(λ)

according to:

I(λ) = B(λ) · Is(λ)− Ib(λ)

Ibb(λ)− Ib(λ)
, (103)

where Is(λ), Ibb(λ), Ib(λ) represent the sample luminescence intensity, the intensity

of a standard blackbody source, and the background intensity, respectively. B(λ) is

simply obtained from Planck's law for the known color temperature of a standard

blackbody radiator (The LS1 blackbody light source: color temperature of 3100 K):

B(λ) =
2hc2

λ5
· 1

e
hc

λkBT − 1
, (104)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck's constant, c is the speed of

light, and T is the temperature.

One di�culty was encountered in the blackbody corrections. For much of the

present work, the integration time for the PL spectra was on the order of ∼ 20 s.

Since the blackbody light source was much brighter than the luminescence, the pixel

counts were much higher than they were in the samples. In several tests, the response

of the spectrograph proved to be not perfectly linear with intensity. This means that

an accurate correction requires the standard blackbody source and the sample spectra

to have similar intensities. To deal with this issue, the blackbody lamp was turned

down to match the intensity levels of the sample. However, the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) then becomes quite low. To improve the SNR, the �nal blackbody spectral

image was taken by averaging 400 spectra with intensities similar to that of the sample

to maximize the SNR ratio in the blackbody spectrum (Figure 19).
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2.2.3 Data analysis

Fourier shift theorem

For refractometric sensing with a microsphere, one needs to measure the frequency

or wavelength shift associated with changes in the refractive index of the surrounding

medium (see Chapter 1.4). Thus, one must identify the peak wavelength, λ0, of the

resonance, and observe how it �shifts� when the composition of the external medium

changes. In the past, this was usually accomplished by curve �tting to a single WGM

peak [137] (e.g., a Lorentzian �tting). Sometimes the method used to �nd the peak

isn't stated in the literature [138, 139, 140]. In the present work, Fourier methods

were used to track the resonance phase shifts instead [141]. The �uorescence WGM

spectrum is periodic and therefore lends itself naturally to Fourier analysis methods.

The WGM spectrum is periodic in frequency, and nearly periodic in wavelength

for high angular orders. For a periodic spectrum in which the number of data is N ,

and I(fp) is the intensity at frequency fp, the spectrum can be modeled as the sum of

its Fourier components. Ultimately, wavelength shifts obtained by using the Fourier

shift theorem are much smaller than the pitch of the CCD.

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) theorem is given by,

I(fp) =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

Fp · ei2π
p

N·∆f fp , (105)

where p = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1 is pixel number in the 1D spectrum, ∆f is the sampling

rate, and

Fp =
N−1∑
p=0

I(fp) · e−i2π
p

N·∆f fp . (106)

|Fp|2 is called the power of the pth Fourier component, which represents the weight of

this component in the spectrum.

When the spectrum remains identical except for a uniform shift, fs, in frequency,

Fp becomes

Fp =
N−1∑
p=0

I(fp + fs)e
−i2π p

N·∆f fp . (107)

If we let x = fp + fs, Equation (107) can be written as
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Fp =
N−1∑
p=0

I(x)e−i2π
p

N·∆f x · ei2π
p

N·∆f fs (108)

Comparing Equation (106) to (108), the only di�erence is a phase shift included in

the last term ei2π
p

N·∆f fs . The phase shift can be expressed as

∆ϕ = 2πpfs/(N ·∆f). (109)

Therefore, the frequency shift can be obtained:

fs =
N ·∆f

2πp
∆ϕ. (110)

Since N · ∆f = fmax − fmin, where fmax and fmin are the maximum and minimum

frequency in the spectrum, Equation (110) becomes

fs =
fmax − fmin

2πp
∆ϕ =

fmax − fmin
2π

·∆ϕp (111)

where ∆ϕp = ∆ϕ/p. ∆ϕ is linearly dependent on p, so ∆ϕp is a constant, and can

be obtained from the linear �tting of the plot of ∆ϕ versus p. ∆ϕp is directly related

to the phase shift over the whole spectrum.

Shift theorem on WGMs

If we assume that the only spectral change is a �pure shift� when the external

refractive index is changed, then the shift theorem will exactly trace the phase shift.

In real data, of course, there will be noise; as well, the assumption of a �pure shift�

may not be strictly valid since the WGM visibility and Q factor can be a�ected by

changes in the medium. However, these e�ects are very minor when the refractive

index changes are small.

Since the method required to extract the wavelength shifts in the WGM spectrum

is a multi-step process, it is given here as a step-by-step procedure. The shift theorem

is applied on a PL spectra of a Si-QD-coated microsphere (Figure 20) as an example.

1. The experimental spectra are converted from wavelength units to frequency

units. This is to ensure a constant FSR, although for high angular orders the

FSR is virtually constant in wavelength in any case. The frequency axis can be

simply converted to wavelength by f = c/λ, and the spectral intensity is given

by I(f) = (λ2/c) · I(λ).

2. The discrete Fourier transform requires a uniform data sampling. Since the CCD

uniformly samples in wavelength, the conversion to frequency will not produce
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Figure 20. Fluorescence spectrum (TE polarized) of a microsphere with
a diameter of 50 µm, showing sharp, periodic WGMs. The inset is the
PL image captured by an HD color camera (from Retiga Exi Fast 1394),
with the background color inverted from black to white.

uniform sampling. Thus, the frequency spectra are interpolated linearly in order

to obtain a uniform sampling rate.

3. The �rst WGM spectrum is chosen as the reference spectrum from which all

shifts are measured.

4. The phase di�erences ∆ϕ and the power |Fp|2 for all the p components are

obtained (Figure 21). The components with both high frequencies (component

with large p) and low frequencies (component with small p) are �ltered out, be-

cause they represent noise and uncoupled PL background, respectively (Figure

21). Only a few components with |Fp|2 larger than 25% of the strongest one are

used to �nd ∆ϕp (Figure 21). ∆ϕp is then found using a weighted linear �t of

∆ϕ versus p, with the weighting proportional to the power in that component.

5. The frequency shifts, fs, calculated via Equation (111) can be converted to

wavelength shifts simply by the relationship λs = c · fs/f 2, where f is the

average frequency over the spectra.

2.3 Evanescent measurements

In this section, the apparatus used to fabricate a tapered �ber and a sample �recipe�

will be presented. Next, the setup for the evanescent measurement will be described,

followed by the �tting methods used to �nd λ0 for a transmission WGM.
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Figure 21. Power spectra corresponding to the PL WGM spectrum in
Figure 20. The inset shows the phase spectrum for the components with
at least 25% of the power in the main one (#22 in this case).

2.3.1 Fabrication of tapered �bers

Tapered �bers were fabricated using standard heating and pulling methods. The

�ber to be tapered was cleaved to a length of ∼ 5 cm, stripped and cleaned, and

was placed into a set of motorized clamps used to pull or stretch the �ber (Figure

22). A hydrogen torch (MG-25 from Arizona HydroGen Manufacturing Inc.) was

used to heat a section of the �ber while the motors pulled the �ber. Light from

a tunable laser (e.g., New Focus TLB-6700) was coupled into the �ber during the

pulling process, and the transmission was monitored with a photodiode interfaced

to an standard oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS5032B). When the heating and pulling

begins, the transmission through the �ber oscillates fairly wildly and overall starts

to decrease. These oscillations are likely due to multiple mode interference which

evolves as the �ber thins. When the �ber gets thin enough that it can support only

a single mode, these oscillations stop and the net transmission remains quite weak.

At this point, the torch is turned o� and the motors are stopped.

During the tapering procedure, the hydrogen torch moves �back and forth� along

the length of the taper (Figure 22), while the motors pull the taper at a certain

speed. The torch motion and pulling speed are both controllable parameters. While

the exact speeds and torch motions to produce the best taper vary over time (e.g.,

due to gradual changes in the torch as the electrolyte solution ages, or other external

factors), the �recipe� tended to work well for most cases is shown in Figure 23.

The parameters in Figure 23 need some explanation. The x-axis is parallel to the

�ber. The shortest distance between the �ber and the torch de�nes the y-axis (where
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Figure 22. Illustration of the �ber pulling setup. The upper part of the
�gure is a photograph of the torch as it hits a �ber.

the initial distance is marked as y = 0 cm). The pulling parameters in this recipe

(Figure 23) are set as follows. The �Pulling speed� is 0.0200 mm/s, and the �Torch

speed� as it sweeps along the �ber is 4.50 mm/s. The �Torch Y base position� is 6.90

cm away from the initial position (i.e., closer to the �ber by 6.90 cm). The �Torch

Y relative position� (in cm) is added to set a time-variable torch position relative to

the �torch Y base position�; it is represented by a formula:

y =


6.90− 0 = 6.90 0 < t < 350

6.90− 0.2 = 6.70 350 6 t 6 400

6.90− 0.3 = 6.60 t > 400

, (112)

where t is the elapsed time since the pulling process started.

The next set of parameters is as follows. The �Torch X center� (in cm) locates

the central point along the �ber length. This may take some trial and error to set.

The �Torch X relative position� (in cm) is a distance away from the �Torch X center�.

The �Initial hot zone length� (in mm) de�nes the x-distance over which the motors

will sweep the torch as it heats the �ber. It is set here to 5.0 mm. The entry under

�Hot zone length� allows the hot zone to be changed as a function of time. Here it

is set to start at the �Initial hot zone length�, and will shrink an amount given by

t/8 (measured in mm) with t in seconds. The �Hot zone length� can never go smaller

than the �Minimum torch amplitude� (in mm), irrespective of what value the �Hot
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Figure 23. The software window used to control the �ber pulling. The
parameters show recipe for making a single-mode-taper.

zone length� entry holds. Finally, �Time to pull� (in s) sets a time limit on the pulling

process; this will stop the pulling motors and move the torch away from the �ber.

�Extra pull time� (in s) speci�es the time the pulling motors will continue pulling

after the torch is retracted. After the pulling period, the torch is retracted away from

the �ber.

Once the taper has the desired transmission properties, it must be removed from

the tapering station, moved to the microscope, and interfaced to a microsphere. A

special clamping system was built for holding the taper over the objective lens. Con-

siderable care must be taken in transporting the taper from the tapering station to

the microscope, as it is very fragile. The tunable laser must again be coupled into the

taper, using �ber splicers. A beam splitter was used to pick o� ∼ 10% of the beam,

which was sent to a wavemeter (Burleigh WA-100) in order to con�rm proper calibra-

tion of the laser's wavelength reading (Figure 24). The remaining 90% of the beam

was �inserted� into a single-mode �ber using a �ber-coupling apparatus (Thorlabs

MBT610D), before which a half wave plate was used to control the polarization. One

splicer was used to couple this �ber to the taper. A second splicer was used to link

the other end of the taper that led to a photodiode for transmission measurements.

This part of work is fairly painstaking, as it can be di�cult to tell which of the two
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Figure 24. A drawing of the evanescent setup. The laser wavelength is
swept across the desired range. A dichroic mirror re�ects part of the laser
light into the wavemeter. A half wave plate (HWP) is used to control the
polarization. The microsphere is ∼ 1 µm away from the taper. The trans-
mission spectrum is collected by a photodiode whose signal is analyzed by
a power meter or an oscilloscope.

splicers is misaligned if one does not see any transmission at the photodiode.

2.3.2 Evanescent measurements

Once the taper has been placed on the microscope stage, it must be brought into

close proximity with the microsphere. The microsphere is attached to a moveable

piezo stage (Thorlabs RB13MP) and placed above the taper. The laser is swept

over a selected range of wavelengths (e.g., 765-781 nm) at a chosen speed while the

transmission is measured with an oscilloscope or a powermeter. The sphere was then

lowered down using the piezo stage, approaching the tapered �ber, until the WGM-

dips appeared in the transmission spectrum. There are two basic modes of laser

operation. In the �coarse� mode, the tuning mirror is moved by a DC motor-driven

screw. In the ��ne� mode, the mirror is moved by a piezoelectric transducer (PZT).

In the latter case, the available wavelength range is quite narrow but the frequency

sampling rate is larger. The laser used for most of the measurements in this work

were the New Focus TLB-6700, which has a nominal bandwidth of 6 200 kHz with

a integration time over 50 ms.

2.3.3 Data analysis

The WGMs obtained from the evanescent measurement described above appear as

dips in the transmission spectrum. In order to �nd the peak position and width (i.e.,

λ0 and Q), the resulting dips were inverted and then �t to a Lorentzian waveform

(Figure 25) given by:
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Figure 25. (a) An �evanescent� WGM (raw data). (b) The same data
inverted, with a Lorentzian �t.

I(λ) = 2A · 1

π ·∆λFWHM · [1 + 4 ˙( λ−λ0

∆λFWHM
)2]

+DC, (113)

where A is a scaling parameter, λ0 is the central wavelength, ∆λFWHM is the full-

width-at-half-maximum, and DC is the o�set. One WGM in a �typical� transmission

spectrum and the corresponding Lorentzian �t are shown in Figure 25. Here, the

central wavelength λ0 and the width ∆λFWHM obtained from the �tting were 770.725

nm and 1.33 pm, respectively (Figure 25(b)). Thus, the Q factor of this WGM is

5.8× 105.



3. Structure of whispering gallery mode spectrum

of microspheres coated with �uorescent silicon

quantum dots

A slightly modi�ed version of this chapter was published in the Journal of the

Optical Society of America B 30(11), 3079-3085 (2013) by Y. Zhi, J. Valenta and A.

Meldrum.



Abstract

Whispering gallery modes (WGMs) in microspheres containing embedded �uo-

rophores (e.g., organic dyes or quantum dots) may �nd refractometric sensing or

microlasing applications. However, there have been relatively few investigations on

the relationship between the intrinsic microsphere resonances and the WGMs ob-

served in �uorescence spectra for emitters coupled to the microsphere. Here we �nd

that an apparently simple �uorescence WGM spectrum can mask a much more com-

plicated underlying microcavity mode structure and that the observed �uorescence

spectra are controlled by the emitter linewidth. By examining the cavity structure,

we also verify that an e�ective ensemble emitter linewidth can be extracted from the

�uorescence data. Finally, spectral di�usion is suggested as a possible origin of the

periodic �uorescence WGM spectra observed in many microsphere cavities, without

which these resonances might be unobservable.
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3.1 Introduction

Optical microcavities provide a means to control the luminescence of semiconductor

quantum dots (QDs). In the strong cavity-coupling regime, QDs may be used as

photon sources for quantum computation experiments [142, 143, 144, 145]. However,

strongly coupled systems in which single QDs interact with a microcavity are di�cult

to realize experimentally. In contrast, weak dissipative cavity coupling for ensembles

of QDs is simple to achieve. In this regime, the spontaneous emission rates are

modi�ed by the optical density of states in the cavity. These system are currently

being explored for the development of microlasers [15, 146, 147, 148], sensitive optical

[149] and chemical microsensors [150, 151, 138, 19], and micro�uidics [152, 132, 153].

Weakly coupled systems may even �nd speci�c applications in quantum logic [154].

Thus the basic physics of ensemble QD-cavity interactions in the weak-coupling regime

is of fundamental and technical importance. Nevertheless, there are relatively few

examples in which the �uorescence spectrum is clearly related to the intrinsic cavity

modes. This relationship can lead to a better understanding of the �uorescence

whispering gallery mode (WGM) structure, as well illustrated in one recent example

[155].

Here we explore the interactions of an ensemble of silicon QDs (Si QDs) coupled

to the WGMs of a microsphere cavity. The WGMs are characterized by a radial mode

number, n, which de�nes the number of intensity maxima in the radial direction, and

angular numbers l and m (m = −l, −l + 1, . . . ,+l), which de�ne the number of

maxima in the azimuthal and polar directions. The initial motivation was provided

by observations that the WGM quality (Q) factors (Q factor = λpeak/∆λ, where

λpeak is central wavelength and ∆λ is spectral linewidth) observed in the �uorescence

spectrum for modes with di�erent l were apparently lower than the bare cavity Q

factors, an observation that we [45] and others [156] previously attributed to the

e�ect of the QD homogeneous linewidth. However, these recent e�orts left open

some important questions. First, the dot linewidth required to produce the observed

�uorescence spectra was much narrower (1 − 3 meV) than the linewidths observed

experimentally from single Si QDs at room temperature (∼ 150 meV). This problem

is similar to that initially reported in studies of dye-doped droplets, over 20 years ago

[157]. Second, the �uorescence free spectral range (FSR) was orders of magnitude

larger than the 30 GHz scan width of the tunable lasers used in previous experiments

[53]. Thus the cavity modes observed via evanescent coupling could not be directly

related to the resonances in the �uorescence spectrum.
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The purpose of the present work is to achieve a better understanding of the �uo-

rescence WGM structure, especially as it relates to the mode structure of the �cold�

cavity. The e�ects of the intrinsic QD linewidth, the transfer function of the spec-

troscopy system, and intra-QD processes, such as spectral di�usion, tunneling, and

resonance energy transfer can all contribute to the observed �uorescence WGMs.

3.2 Experimental

Microspheres were fabricated by melting the end of a �ber taper using a CO2 laser.

They were then coated with a layer of Si QDs embedded in a silicon oxide matrix, using

previously described methods [158]. In short, the microspheres were dipped vertically

into a solution of hydrogen silsesquioxide (HSQ) in a methyl isobutyl ketone solution.

They were then dried in nitrogen and annealed at a temperature of 1100 oC for 1 hour

in �owing N2+4%H2 gas to produce oxide �lm with embedded Si QDs.

Fluorescence spectroscopy was performed by pumping the QDs with an Ar+ ion

laser operated at a wavelength of 488 nm. The �uorescence was collected by a micro-

scope objective and imaged onto the entrance slit of a spectrometer with a pitch of

0.066 nm/pixel (the Lhires from Shelyak Instruments). Fluorescence experiments

were performed also at cryogenic temperatures using another micro-spectroscopy

setup. For these measurements, the pump source was a 405 nm diode laser, which was

coupled to an optical cryostat (Janis ST-500) and an imaging spectrometer (Acton

SP-2300i) with a LN-cooled CCD camera.

Bare cavity transmission measurements were performed using the standard method

by tapering an optical �ber and bringing the microsphere within the evanescent �eld

of the taper. Light from a New Focus TLB-series tunable laser was injected into the

taper, evanescently coupled to the microsphere, and the transmission intensity was

measured using a photodiode. Part of the beam was picked o� with a splitter and

sent to a Burleigh 1000 wave meter. The laser can mechanically scan between 765

and 781 nm without mode hops, thus minimizing unpredictable wavelength jumps.

A half-wave plate was used to control the polarization of the light in the �ber taper.

3.3 Results and analysis

A representative microsphere is shown in Figure 26. Its diameter is about 50 µm,

and it exhibits the red �uorescence, which is typical of Si QDs. The PL intensity is

somewhat nonuniform along the polar directions, possibly due to thickness variations

caused by the vertical dipping during sample preparation. However, the intensity
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Figure 26. TE- and TM-polarized �uorescence spectra of the QD-coated
microsphere. The upper inset shows a �uorescence image of the micro-
sphere, with the orientation of TE and TM polarization directions shown.
The vertical line indicates the entrance slit position of the spectrometer.
The lower inset shows one mode cropped from the spectrum and the cor-
responding best-�t Lorentzian curve. The inset scale is converted to THz
units.

around the equator is fairly constant, suggesting that the �lm is uniform in the regions

used for data collection. The mode structure from �uorescence measurement in both

TE and TM polarizations is also shown, where the TE/TM polarization corresponds

to the electric �eld perpendicular/parallel to the WGM plane. The TE modes are

characterized by Q factor of up to ∼ 1000, a visibility of ∼ 0.6, and a FSR of 2.87 nm,

and a �nesse of 7.4. The modes appear asymmetric (Figure 26 inset), with a slight

skewing toward longer wavelengths. The TE polarized �uorescence WGMs appear

much stronger than the TM ones, but this was mainly a result of a strong di�erence in

the polarization e�ciency of the optics in the microscope and spectrometer. By direct

imaging on a di�erent system, the two polarizations were found to have a roughly

similar intensity. For TM modes, the Q factor, visibility, FSR, and �nesse is ∼ 840,

0.15, 3.06 nm, and 6.7, respectively. Normally, one might assume that these are

�rst-radial-order (n = 1) resonances and identify them by solving the characteristic

equations [130, 131] for a coated sphere of the observed radius of ∼ 25 µm. However,

as we will show below, this may not represent an adequate mode identi�cation.

The transmission WGM structure (from evanescent measurements on the same
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microsphere) depended on the distance between the �ber taper and the sample (Figure

27). When the sphere and the taper were well-separated (under-coupled), the Q factor

for this mode was∼ 6.0× 105, as measured by �tting a Lorentzian curve to the data.

As the sphere and the taper were brought closer together, the transmission minima

�rst deepened and then became wider as the system transitioned to the overcoupled

regime. Finally, when the taper and the sphere were in physical contact, the Q factor

of the individual mode shown in Figure 27 decreased to ∼ 2× 105, while the overall

background transmission level also decreased strongly. Attractive forces caused the

taper to suddenly �snap� into contact with the sphere when they were close together,

which made it di�cult to accurately determine the absolute distance between them.

Therefore, Figure 27 uses a relative distance scale.

Figures 26 and 27 are consistent with previous results that appeared to show

a considerable di�erence between the �uorescence and transmission mode structure

[153, 159]. The mode shown in the transmission scan has a Q factor that is orders of

magnitude greater than that observed in the �uorescence spectrum. However, the 30

GHz piezo-scan limitation restricts the number of observable cavity modes, making

it di�cult to unambiguously identify them or establish their relationship with the

WGMs shown in Figure 26.

In order to establish the relationship between the cavity and �uorescence WGM

spectra more clearly, a set of mechanical scans were taken in the range between 765

and 781 nm at a sampling rate of 0.2 pm per point. These spectra were acquired in

the undercoupled regime, so as to minimize taper-induced losses from the cavity. A

half-wave plate was used to control the polarization of the light entering the taper.

Video images taken of light scattered from the taper and passed through an analyzer

unambiguously determined the polarization (TE or TM) with respect to the plane of

the microsphere's equator.

The transmission spectra indicated that the cavity mode structure is more com-

plicated than would be expected on the basis of the �uorescence WGMs alone (Figure

28). In both polarizations, the spectra consisted of closely spaced families of modes.

Individual WGMs within these families were separated by approximately 45 pm (see

Figure 28(a2) and 28(b2)). The Q factors were estimated by performing Lorentzian

�ts and were found to be generally in the range of 105 for both sets of mode families.

The maximum achievable Q factor is probably limited by surface roughness, as well as

scattering and absorption in the QD �lm, since we have measured values approaching

109 in uncoated microspheres fabricated with the same method [159].

The observed modes were identi�ed by �rst modeling the spectrum using the per-
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Figure 27. (a) Subset of transmission spectra taken as the distance
between the taper and the microsphere was reduced. (b) The central
wavelength (circles) and Q factor (squares) as a function of distance, as
the taper approached the microsphere. The two points inside the dashed
square indicate sphere-taper contact. Because the taper eventually snaps
into contact with the microsphere, the horizontal axis indicates the dis-
tance moved relative to the location of the initial spectrum. Graphs (b)
show the full data set; in (a) only a subset is shown for space reasons.
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Figure 28. Transmission and photoluminescence (PL) spectra for the
QD-coated microsphere. Both (a) TE and (b) TM polarizations are shown.
The �uorescence WGMs correspond to groups of transmission modes. The
slight wavelength mismatch may be due to the di�erence calibration pro-
cedures required to obtain the two types of spectra. The zoom-ins (a2)
and (b2) show an expanded view of two of the transmission mode families.
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turbation theory methods developed by Teraoka and Arnold [130, 131]. Accordingly,

for the TE case

Sl(r) =


Alψl(n1kr) r < a− t
Blψl(n2kr) + Clξ

(1)
l (n2kr) a− t < r < a

Dlξ
(1)
l (n3kr) r > a

. (114)

In Equation (114), n1, n2 and n3 are the refractive indices of the microsphere (n1 =

1.452), the QD �lm (n2 = 1.670), and outside air (n3 = 1.000), respectively, and ψl
and ξ1

l are the lth spherical Riccati-Bessel and Riccati-Hankel functions, and Al, Bl, Cl
and Dl are proportionality constants. ψl(n2kr) can be replaced by ξ2

l (n2kr) to model

the incoming wave in the middle layer, but it has a negligible e�ect on a structure of

this size. The boundary conditions for TE polarization (the �eld amplitude and its

derivatives must be continuous) lead to the solutions for the resonance wave vectors

k. These are given by the roots of the expression [130]

n3ξ
′(1)
l (n3ka)

n2ξ
(1)
l (n3ka)

=
(Bl/Cl)ψ

′
l(n2ka) + ξ

′(1)
l (n2ka)

(Bl/Cl)ψl(n2ka) + ξ
(1)
l (n2ka)

(115)

in which the primes indicate the derivative with respect to the argument, as usual.

Here, the ratio of the pre-factors is given by

(Bl/Cl) =
n2ψl(n1k(a− t))ξ′(1)

l (n2k(a− t))− n1ψ
′
l(n1k(a− t))ξ(1)

l (n2k(a− t))
−n2ψl(n1k(a− t))ψ′l(n2k(a− t)) + n1ψ′l(n1k(a− t))ψl(n2k(a− t)) .

(116)

The solutions for Equation (115) were found using a numerical solver written

in Mathematica [160]. Thus it is straightforward to �nd the mode Q-factors (Q =

Re[k]/2Im[k]) associated with the radiation losses or with lossy materials. The TM

case is mathematically very similar (with di�erent boundary conditions) [131], so

those equations will not be repeated here.

A good match to the data was found for a sphere radius of 24.7 µm and a �lm

thickness of 50 nm. Considering only radiation losses, one would expect the highest

Q factors to be associated with the �rst radial order (n = 1) modes, but the presence

of a lossy surface layer can alter this relationship. Figures 29(a) and 29(b) show the

electric �eld radial functions for the TE and TM polarized WGMs, respectively. In

both cases, the main Q-limiting mechanism was found to be associated with the QD

layer. For example, in the TE case (Figure 29(a)) both n = 1 and n = 2 radial mode
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Figure 29. (a) Squared radial �eld functions of the �rst- and second-order
radial TE modes with angular orders l = 279 and l = 270, respectively,
where r and a on the horizontal axis represent the radial distance from
the center of the sphere and the sphere's radius, respectively. Resonant
wavelengths are 777.58 and 777.04 nm. (b) Intensity pro�les of the �rst-
and second-order radial TM modes with l = 278 and l = 269, respectively.
Resonant wavelengths are 777.46 and 777.05 nm. In both (a) and (b),
the dashed line represents the �rst-order-radial mode, and the solid line
represents the second-order-radial mode. The QD �lm is represented by
the vertical shades line.

�elds overlap to a roughly similar extent with the QD layer, so the Q factors for

both modes are similarly limited by absorption and scattering losses. They also both

experience a similar surface-roughness-induced scattering. The theoretical results

yielded Q factors close to 105 for the n = 1 and n = 2 WGMs, which is consistent

with the observations in Figure 28. The modeling also gave a higher Q factor for the

TM polarization, owing to a smaller overlap with the QD layer (Figure 29(b)), also

in agreement with the results shown in Figure 28 (the experimental TM Q factors

averaged about 1× 105, compared to 6× 104 for the TE case). The resonance shown

in Figure 27 is likely a higher-radial-order TM mode, which for these conditions can

have Q factors closer to 106.

Surface roughness also can a�ect the ultimate cavity Q factors achievable in these
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coated structures. While Q = 106 is an approximate upper limit in Si-QD-coated

microspheres, in the uncoated case we have measured values of about 4× 108. While

atomic force microscopy (AFM) is rather di�cult due to the fragility of these struc-

tures, Bianucci et al. [53] found an RMS roughness of 3.4 nm, using AFM on a �at

QD �lm made by the same technique. This leads to a (very approximate) rough-

ness limited Q factor of about 105 for a microsphere of this radius, according to the

methods used in [58].

The splitting of these resonances into families of closely spaced modes is attributed

to a very slight prolate distortion of the microsphere, which breaks the degeneracy of

modes having a di�erent number of polar maxima (i.e., modes with di�erent values of

m) [161]. An image analysis of the microsphere taken in transmitted light suggested

a very slight prolate eccentricity of about 0.01. This is in agreement with previous

work on uncoated microspheres fabricated using the same method [162, 17]. Given a

mode degeneracy splitting of ∼ 45 pm, the distortion amplitude can be estimated as

[17] e = l ·∆f/f = 0.016, corresponding to an eccentricity of approximately 0.008, in

reasonable agreement with observation.

The cavity mode structure was then compared to the �uorescence spectra (see

Figure 28). While the scaling is imperfect due to the di�erent wavelength calibrations

used in each type of measurement, the �uorescence WGMs are mainly coincident with

the groups of mode families observed in the transmission results for both polarizations.

The �uorescence spectra therefore consist of a nearly equal mixture of both radial

orders. Thus, the apparently single WGMs in the �uorescence spectrum correspond to

multiplets of overlapping cavity modes with much higher Q factors. The asymmetry

of the �uorescence WGMs, which hinders the Lorentzian line �tting (e.g., see Figure

26) could arise from the structure of the underlying families of cavity modes. The

similarity of the Q factors for the �rst and second order modes is in contrast to

previous experiments [153] in which the �rst-order modes dominated the �uorescence

spectrum. However, the previous work used water as the external medium, in which

case Equations (114-116) do predict that the �rst-order modes would have a much

higher Q factor.

The results con�rm that the �uorescence Q factors are lower than the cold cavity

values in the same microsphere. In fact, much of the WGM substructure is totally

washed out in the �uorescence spectra, leaving what appears to be only a single broad

WGM at each apparent resonance. This e�ect could arise from two sources: (1) the

transfer function of the spectrometer system may wash out the high-resolution mode

structure (i.e., the �ne structure really exists in the emitted �uorescence but cannot
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be resolved) or (2) the �nite QD linewidth may lead to a spectrally broadened Purcell

enhancement causing extensive mode overlap (i.e., the bare cavity mode structure is

intrinsically washed out, due to the QD linewidth).

The �rst possibility was investigated by measuring the spectrometer transfer func-

tion using a spectral line from an HgAr calibration lamp. The transmission spectrum

in Figure 28(a2) was then convolved with the transfer function to produce the re-

sulting simulated �uorescence spectrum (Figure 30). While the �ne mode structure

is indeed washed out, the result does not resemble the real �uorescence WGM data.

The �rst- and second-order mode families appear as a broad but clear doublet, which

is not observed in the �uorescence spectrum. In contrast, convolving a 1.6 meV QD

linewidth (i.e., the calculated linewidth based on [45], as discussed further below)

causes the entire set of cavity modes around 777 nm to appear as a single peak, simi-

lar to the actual �uorescence spectrum. Thus one can conclude that the �uorescence

WGM linewidth is not limited by the spectrometer transfer function, but is indeed

due to the QD-cavity coupling.

The QD linewidth required to produce �uorescence WGMs with Q = 1000− 3000

can be estimated [45] as ∆λQD ≈ λpeak/Q+∆λcavity ≈ 260−780 pm or approximately

0.5−2 meV (∆λ indicates the spectral linewidth of the QD or the cavity, as indicated

by the subscript). However, this estimated linewidth is much narrower than the

reported room-temperature linewidth of single Si QDs, which is in the range of 150

meV [163, 164, 165]. Indeed, for such a large QD linewidth, which is comparable to

or greater than the FSR, no modes should be visible in the �uorescence spectra at

all.

One possible explanation for this apparent inconsistency is related to spectral

di�usion (SD) in the QDs. SD causes the relatively narrow homogeneous linewidth

of a single particle to randomly jump or di�use about a distribution of emission

energies, making the time-averaged linewidth appear broad. Spectral di�usion has

been well studied in direct-gap QDs [166] and is attributed to a crystal-�eld distortion

arising from charge trapping within excited particles [167]. At low temperature, the

time scale for the SD process can be on the order of milliseconds or even seconds in

capped QDs [168], although it can be faster depending on the surface conditions [169].

The SD rate increases at elevated temperature, owing partly to thermally activated

escape from local trap sites [166]. Thus many studies focus on spectral di�usion

at low temperature in order to avoid thermal e�ects, which tend to dominate at

temperatures above 50 K, at least in CdSe QDs [170]. There is one previous report

of SD in Si QDs, in which the single-particle linewidth narrowed from 150 to 105
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Figure 30. TE transmission spectrum (blue line), shown along with its
convolution with the spectrometer transfer function (black line) or with a
QD linewidth of 1.6 meV (red line). The results were inverted to simu-
late a �uorescence spectrum. The spectrometer transfer function results
in a broad, double-peaked mode, while a QD linewidth convolved with
the transmission spectrum would result in a single, slightly asymmetric
�uorescence maximum, similar to the experimental observation.
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Figure 31. PL spectra of a QD-coated microsphere at 6 K (solid line)
and 295 K (dashed line), respectively. The inset shows the Lorentzian
�tting of one mode.

meV when the collection time was shortened by a factor of 100, at room temperature.

[165]. More recent reports have shown that individual luminescence spectra of Si-QDs

can jump over a range of about 100 meV [171, 172]. Thus spectral di�usion could

play an important role in the observed �uorescence WGM spectra.

In order to investigate an SD-related explanation for the WGM spectra reported

here, a QD-coated microsphere was cooled to 6 K (this was a di�erent microsphere

than the one shown above). At low temperature, the line-broadening e�ects of SD

should be minimized. Figure 31 illustrates how the �uorescence spectra changed as

a function of temperature in these experiments. First, the WGMs red-shifted as

the temperature increased from 6 to 295 K. This e�ect has been observed before in

glass microcavities and is attributed mainly to the positive thermal-optic and thermal

expansion coe�cients of silica [173, 67]. More interestingly from the point of view

of the spectral di�usion hypothesis, the �uorescence Q factor increased from ∼ 2800

to ∼ 3200 on heating from 6 K up to room temperature while the mode visibility

(essentially derived from the peak-to-background ratio) also slightly increased.

A higher Q factor at elevated temperatures seems surprising, but it can be ex-

plained on the basis of spectral di�usion. At low temperatures, SD is minimized

and, in an extreme limiting case, the QD homogeneous emission would be frozen

in. Under these conditions, the model [45] developed previously would apply, and

a homogeneous QD linewidth about 0.5 meV would be needed to produce the ob-

served low-temperature spectrum, which agrees reasonably well with single-particle

spectroscopy results at low temperature [164]. As the temperature is increased, SD

processes would become faster and extend over a broader energy range [174]. As
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previously suggested for dye droplets [175], random spectral di�usion could increase

the on-resonance emission probability, since a normally �o� resonance� emitter can

undergo spectral di�usion toward a resonance, where the emission rate is faster. This

changes the smooth probability distribution for emitted photons from the whole QD

ensemble, instead giving a rippled distribution in which emission is more likely to

occur on a cavity resonance than it would be in the absence of SD.

The possible e�ect of SD on the cavity luminescence can be illustrated with a

simple back-of-the-envelope approximation. In Ref. [45], the ensemble PL spectrum

was calculated as a smooth probability function representing an inhomogeneously

broadened distribution of emitting particles, which was then perturbed by the cavity

resonances. SD would alter the probability function by concentrating it more on

resonance. In other words, a given QD is more likely to emit on resonance in the

presence of SD than it would otherwise.

By using the model developed in [45] but altering the emission probability toward

a cavity resonance, one �nds a decrease in the intensity emitted far from the resonance

and an apparent sharpening of the mode structure (Figure 32). In the extreme limit,

all of the particles would spectrally di�use to the cavity resonance before they emit,

resulting in an e�ectively single-particle emission spectrum. While one cannot de-

termine how the emission probability distribution really looks from the experimental

data, the e�ect of concentrating the distribution toward the cavity resonances clearly

increases the apparent �uorescence Q factor and the mode visibility.

Figure 32. Simulated �uorescence spectrum from a single cavity mode
with Q = 5× 105 centered at 800 nm, for a QD linewidth of 0.8 meV. The
peak becomes narrower as a greater fraction of the QDs emit closer to
the cavity resonance. The spectrum would eventually become equivalent
to that for a single particle centered on resonance (dashed red line). The
Q factor in that case is close to the estimated value for a single particle,
given by Q = λpeak/(∆λQD −∆λcavity).
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The implications of SD can likely be extended to numerous QD-cavity systems

operating at room temperature. For many di�erent kinds of particles, ranging from

Si [165] to InGaAs [176], to CdSe [166], the time-averaged single-particle linewidths

at room temperature are much too wide to permit the existence of cavity modes in

the ensemble �uorescence spectrum, despite the fact that the cavity resonances are

almost always observable. Although the e�ects of SD in �uorescent microcavities were

originally suggested many years ago [175] and are probably ubiquitous in these cavity-

coupled systems, SD has not been much considered in terms of the basic physics of

ensemble QD-cavity interactions in the weak coupling regime. In fact, it seems that

without SD, many QD-cavity systems might not show �uorescence WGMs at room

temperature at all.

These results have some implications for the development of light emitters and

sensors based on Si-QD-coated microcavities. We did not �nd clear evidence for

stimulated emission or lasing under any of the conditions investigated (e.g., no line

narrowing or sudden increase in output intensity of certain modes as a function of

pump power) up to about 200 mW laser power focused in free-space to the best of

our ability onto the microsphere. Since we do not know the laser spot size at the

microsphere location, it is di�cult to estimate the power density exactly. A previous

study using pulsed excitation did report evidence in favor of room-temperature ASE

(ampli�ed spontaneous emission) from a microsphere in which Si-QDs were deposited

via a PECVD process [177]. While we cannot rule out the possibility of short time-

scale stimulated emission from these observations, as also reported in �at �lms [178],

we �nd that it probably does not occur in these samples under the strongest CW

excitation we could reasonably achieve, with cavity Q factors in the range of 105.

These results also have potential implications in terms of the �uorescence WGM

response in sensor-type devices as well, since the ultimate refractometric sensitivity

may arise from the combined resonance shift of many underlying cavity modes.

3.4 Conclusions

This work investigated the whispering gallery mode spectrum of a quantum-dot coated

microsphere. The bare cavity spectrum was found to have a much more complex

structure than the relatively simple �uorescence spectrum. While we have previously

attributed similar �uorescence WGM spectra to the �rst-order radial modes of the

cavity, we �nd that the actual cavity structure consists of families of much high Q

resonances. Individual WGMs are split into overlapping groups of resonances due to
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the slight distortion of the microsphere. The assortment of modes is convolved into

the broad resonances observed in the �uorescence spectrum, mainly as a result of the

QD linewidth. At room temperature, the linewidth has to be less than 2 meV to

produce the observed �uorescence WGM spectrum, for these Si QDs.

We also investigated the WGM structure at low temperature. At 6 K, the �u-

orescence WGM Q factors are slightly lower than they are at room temperature.

This result is consistent with the possibility of spectral di�usion in the silicon QDs,

or any other thermal process, which increases the on-resonance emission probability.

SD would also explain why it is possible to observe modes at all, when the appar-

ent single-dot linewidths are evidently so wide that they would otherwise have to

completely wash out the WGM resonance structure.

These observations are probably applicable to many �uorescent microsphere struc-

tures in which the apparently simple �uorescence WGM structure masks a more

complicated underlying cavity mode structure. Additionally, spectral di�usion (or a

similar process) probably plays an important role in many emitter-cavity systems,

since it can reconcile the apparently wide linewidth with the existence of WGMs in

the emission spectra.
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4. Tuning a microsphere whispering-gallery-mode

sensor for extreme thermal stability

A slightly modi�ed version of this chapter was published in Applied Physics Letters

105, 031902 (2014) by Y. Zhi and A. Meldrum.



Abstract

The reactive sensing application of optical microspheres can be plagued by local

temperature �uctuations. Fluctuations due to laser heating or ambient changes in

the lab environment cause resonance shifts that appear as noise or an underlying

drift in the sensor data. Here, we show that thermal �uctuations can be exactly

compensated in virtually any local medium (i.e., �analyte�) by the application of a

high-index coating on the surface of the microsphere. The coating precisely controls

the extent of the �eld penetration into the surroundings in such a way that the thermal

shifts associated with the three layers (the glass sphere, the coating, and the exterior

medium) can be exactly balanced. The conditions required for thermal stability were

investigated theoretically; on the basis of these calculations a real sphere was then

synthesized that showed excellent stability for aqueous solutions.
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Optical microspheres can be used to measure minute changes in the properties of

the surrounding medium. If the refractive index of the sphere (typically composed

of silica or polystyrene) is higher than that of the surroundings, radiation can be

trapped inside the sphere by total internal re�ection as it propagates around the

circumference. This leads to the development of resonances known as �whispering

gallery modes� or WGMs, which in microspheres typically have a quality (Q) factor

in the range of 105 to 109. Part of the electric �eld of each mode extends outside of

the sphere, thus sampling the external medium.

The WGMs can provide a sensitive transduction mechanism for a variety of

di�erent sensing applications. The resonant frequency is sensitive to (i) pressure

[179] and force [180] (via pressure-induced stress and strain in the sphere mate-

rial); (ii) the complex refractive index of the surrounding medium [21, 181, 182];

and (iii) the ambient temperature (via thermo-optic and thermal expansion e�ects)

[183, 184, 140, 185, 186]. The second application is particularly attractive because

of the extremely small e�ects that can be detected in a micro�uidic environment. In

all three, changes in the local index of either the medium or the sphere itself (due to

changing pressure, temperature, or composition) are transduced via resonance wave-

length shifts. This is sometimes referred to as the �reactive� sensing mechanism [187].

Some of the most sensitive experiments are able to detect single viruses [188], pro-

teins [24], or other biomolecules when they bind to the surface of a microsphere. These

experiments typically use a tapered �ber or waveguide to evanescently couple to the

WGMs, and a tunable laser to sweep through the mode. While incredibly sensitive,

the sensors are fragile and can be di�cult to incorporate into a robust transduction

device. Fluorescent-type microspheres have also been widely investigated for refrac-

tometric sensing applications. These devices require a spectrometer to measure the

emission from dye-doped [138, 189, 190, 191, 192] or quantum dot-doped microspheres

[139, 193, 18, 153] immersed in the analyte.

Regardless of the measurement method, thermal �uctuations can ultimately limit

the ability to detect refractometric changes in the surrounding. For �reactive� sensing,

one therefore desires the microcavity to be insensitive to temperature. The same is

true for other WGM-type cavity structures such as cylindrical capillaries, for which

the thermal shifts have been calculated [173, 194]. While microspheres have been

proposed as thermal sensors [183, 184, 140, 185, 186, 195, 41] (in which, contrary to

the case for refractometric sensors, one wants a large thermal response), the detection

limit optimization for refractometric sensing with a microsphere has not been widely

investigated until quite recently [196] despite the fact that thermo-optic �uctuations
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can be a dominant noise source in microsphere resonators [197]. While thermal per-

turbations induced by variations in the optical pump power can be �self-compensated�

under certain conditions [198, 199], an external �laboratory� temperature drift cannot

be compensated via optical coupling [198].

The presence of a high-index coating on the surface of a microsphere can have

strong e�ects on the refractometric sensitivity (S ) [130, 131] and will a�ect the ther-

mal sensitivity (Sthermal) as well. Both sensitivities are controlled by the overall pro�le

of the electric �eld, while the Sthermal is also determined by the thermo-optic and ther-

mal expansion properties of the di�erent layers. Here, we will show theoretically and

demonstrate experimentally that a high-index coating can be tailored to provide ther-

mal stability for virtually any exterior medium. Unlike a recent interesting example

for a microdisk resonator [200], here we do not require a negative thermo-refractive

coating - instead, the positive coating serves both as a �uorescent layer and a means

to �lure� the mode �eld energy into the surrounding �uid. The work also draws on

ideas for passive temperature stabilization of one-dimensional photonic cavities [201],

in which altering positive and negative thermo-refractive layers could, in theory, com-

pletely cancel the thermal response of the structure [201]. Alternative methods such

as self-referencing, using oppositely polarized modes in a birefringent cavity, have also

been investigated [202].

The thermal sensitivity of a coated microsphere can be calculated based on the

fraction of the WGM mode energy in each layer. Starting from the simple relation in

which the fractional wavelength shift dλ/λ0 is proportional to the fractional change in

the e�ective refractive index (meff ) and radius a (i.e., dλ/λ0 = dmeff/meff + da/a),

one obtains [173]:

Stherm =
dλ

dT
= λ0(

dmeff

meff

+
da

a
)

1

dT
= λ0(

1

meff

dmeff

dT
+

1

a

da

dT
)

= λ0(
f1κ1 + f2κ2 + f3κ3

f1m1 + f2m2 + f3m3

+ α1)

, (117)

where meff can be approximated as f1m1 + f2m2 + f3m3, in which fi corresponds

to the energy fraction in the ith layer, λ0 = 2π is the resonance wavelength, and the

thermo-optic coe�cient is κi = dmi/dT . The subscript refer to the layer number:

layer 1→glass microsphere; layer 2→high-index coating; layer 3→external medium.

For reactive sensing applications one wants Stherm to be as close as possible to

zero. This can, in principle, be achieved if the thermo-optic coe�cient of layer 3

(the surrounding medium) is negative, as is the case for many common solvents. If

κ3 is negative, it can potentially balance the positive coe�cients of the glass and
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the quantum dot (QD) coating [173]. Particularly desirable would be a zero thermal

sensitivity for water, which is the most common solvent for biosensing applications.

The energy fractions in each layer depend on the polarization:

fi,TM =
Ii

I1 + I2 + I3

, (118a)

fi,TE =
m2
i Ii

m2
1I1 +m2

2I2 +m2
3I3

, (118b)

where I1, I2 and I3 represent the volume-integrated electric �eld radial functions in

each layer:

I1 =

ˆ b

0

A2
L[ψL(m1k0r)]

2dr, (119a)

I2 =

ˆ a

b

[BLςL(m2k0r) + ξL(mLk0r)]
2dr, (119b)

I3 =

ˆ ∞
a

D2
L[ξL(m3k0r)]

2dr. (119c)

Here, AL, BL and DL, are proportionality factors, and ψ, ξ, and ς refer to the Riccati-

Bessel, Riccati-Hankel (type 1), and Riccati-Hankel (type 2) functions of order L. The

thickness of the layer is t = a− b, where b is the radius of the bare microsphere and

a is the radius including the coating.

We follow the methods derived in Refs. [130] and [131] to solve for k0, S, and

the various coe�cients for both the TE and TM polarizations. This is done by

establishing the appropriate boundary conditions for each polarizations, and using a

numerical root solver on the system of spherical equations that describe the radial

�eld functions in each layer. These calculations also provide the electric �eld radial

pro�le for any desired mode.

Finally, the reactive detection limit due to thermal �uctuations is given by

DLthermal(TE,TM) =
dλ(TE,TM)

dT
· dT

STE,TM
. (120)

This gives the detection limit for refractometric sensing as imposed by thermal �uctu-

ations only. The term dT/S is the ratio of the thermal �uctuations in the experiment

to the refractometric sensitivity. One wants DLthermal as close as possible to zero, or

at least to be well below the detection limit imposed by the (noise-limited) wavelength

shift resolution of the measurement system (DLsensing = R/S, where R is the shift
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resolution and S is the refractometric sensitivity of the structure).

To estimate the thermal sensitivity and DL of a layered microsphere, we model

a microsphere of radius a = 30 µm immersed in water. The coating consists of a

layer of silicon QDs, which can be easily deposited on a glass microsphere and has a

refractive index high enough to strongly modify the electric �eld pro�les [153]. The

refractive indices and thermo-optic coe�cients used were m1 = 1.45, κ1 = 11.9×10−6

K-1, α1 = 0.55× 10−6 K-1 (silica); m2 = 1.67 [132], κ2 = 1.0× 10−5 K-1 (silicon QDs);

m3 = 1.33, κ3 = −0.8 × 10−4 K-1(water). The value κ2 for the silicon quantum dot

layer [203] was taken for a Si-QD �lm composition that should be similar to the one

employed in the experiments [135]. We then solved for the �rst-order radial modes

with angular mode orders having wavelengths near 750 nm.

By solving Equation (117) over a range of QD coating thickness and angular mode

order, one can e�ectively plot a thermal sensitivity �map� for a given microsphere

(Figure 33). There is an optimal coating thickness near 80 nm at which the thermal

sensitivity is zero for TE modes (dashed line in Figure 33(a)). The thermal sensitivity

is also small for the TM-polarized WGMs, eventually reaching zero at a slightly

greater �lm thickness near 140 nm. This result implies that it should be relatively

easy to achieve a zero thermal shift for a coated sphere immersed in water simply by

controlling the layer thickness, while avoiding the exceptional fragility of thin-walled

capillary structures. For a microsphere, the coating thickness needed to cancel the

e�ect of thermal �uctuations appears easily achievable for virtually any radial order,

including the �rst-order modes that naturally dominate the �uorescence spectrum.

Figure 33. Calculated thermal shift (in pm/K) for a 30-µm-radius mi-
crosphere coated with a Si-QD �lm of thickness t, for the �rst-radial-order
whispering gallery modes with angular orders from 345 to 355 (wavelength
range from ∼ 750 to ∼ 790 nm. Both the (a) TE and (b) TM polarization
are shown.
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The e�ect of di�erent solvents on the thermal sensitivity of a microsphere sensor

can be visualized by constructing thermal shift maps for a single value of L and t,

as functions of κ3 and m3. An example is shown in Figure 34, which covers a range

of refractive indices from m3 = 1.30 to 1.36 and κ3 from 0 to −4.5 × 10−4, for both

polarizations (again, for a 30-µm-radius glass sphere with a t = 80 nm coating and

L = 350). These values cover a wide range of common solvents for refractometric

or biosensing experiments. For this thickness, the thermal sensitivity for water is

zero for the TE polarization, but for other external media the thermal shift can be

either positive or negative (e.g., it is negative for ethanol owing mainly to its high

refractive index, but would be positive for air). The e�ects of thermal �uctuations

can, in principle, be tuned to zero for any desired external medium, by controlling

the layer thickness.

The detection limit imposed by thermal �uctuations can also be mapped, by con-

verting directly from the thermal sensitivity in Figure 34(a1) and (b1) to a detection

limit via Equation (120) (Figure 34(a2) and (b2)). The detection limit �maps� il-

lustrate the result for a local temperature �uctuation of 1 K. A �valley� develops

where the thermal contribution to the refractometric detection limit is small or even

approaches zero. For this particular QD �lm thickness, water falls precisely within

this valley, while solvents such as ethanol and methanol (plotted as dots in Figure

34) cause signi�cant thermal shifts that contribute to the overall detection limit.

Guided by the theory above, we attempted to build a thermally stable (for water)

microsphere by melting the end of a tapered �ber, using a CO2 laser. The micro-

sphere was then dipped into a solution of hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) in a methyl

isobutyl ketone solution. The microsphere (which is still attached to the taper) was

then annealed at 1100 oC for one hour in �owing N2+5%H2 forming gas. This pro-

cess evaporates the solvent and collapses the HSQ (nominally Si8O12H8) molecular

structure, forming a layer of silicon QDs encapsulated in a silica matrix [133]. The

�lm thickness can be controlled by changing the HSQ concentration in the solvent

and by employing a multiple-dip procedure. Films with a thickness on the order of

102 nm (close to the �zero valley�) can be made with a single-dip fabrication process

in a mixture of ∼ 15% to 35% HSQ concentration in weight [153].
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Figure 34. (a1) and (b1): Contour plots showing the thermal sensitivity
as a function of the thermo-optic coe�cient and refractive index of the
surrounding medium, for the (TE) (top) and TM (bottom) polarizations,
respectively. Panels (a2) and (b2) show the detection limits calculated
using Equation (120), assuming a 1 K �uctuation. Again, we observe that
for these conditions, �water� falls into a valley of low detection limits, as
indicated by the white arrow.

The resulting microsphere had a nominal radius of 32 µm and was characterized

by a bright red �uorescence and a clear WGM resonance structure in the emission

spectrum (Figure 35). We have previously characterized the mode structure from

similar spheres quite extensively [204]; these modes are the �rst-radial-order WGMs

with the angular order L ranging from ∼ 330-410. The microsphere was then inserted

into a square capillary with an inner side length of 700 µm and various �uids were

pumped in using a syringe pump. The sensitivity was found to be 87 and 70 nm/RIU

for the TE and TM modes, respectively, obtained by linear �tting to the WGM shifts

as the solvent was changed from methanol, to water, to ethanol.
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Figure 35. Fluorescence spectrum of the Si-QD-coated microsphere. The
inset is a �uorescence image (with the black background converted to a
white one) from which one can estimate a microsphere diameter of ∼ 64
µm.

For thermal shift measurement, once the sphere was completely immersed the

pumping was stopped. A small resistive heater and thermocouple were placed within

∼ 1 mm of the capillary surface. The microsphere �uorescence spectrum was excited

with a 442 nm HeCd laser and was measured as the temperature was ramped at

0.3 oC/min from 25 to 40 oC. The laser was kept at a relatively low power in order to

minimize secondary heating e�ects. The experiments were repeated with air, water,

methanol, and ethanol in the capillary channel. The wavelength shift was measured

using the Fourier shift theorem [141] to extract the average WGM shift over the whole

spectrum.

The observed shifts were −8.5 ± 0.3, and −14.7 ± 0.2 pm/K for methanol and

ethanol, respectively (TE modes); whereas for air the shift was +3.5 ± 0.2 pm/K

(Figure 36(a)). For TM modes, the shift were −6.3 ± 0.2 pm/K, −11.0 ± 0.3, and

+2.7±0.1 pm/K for methanol, ethanol and air, respectively (Figure 36(b)). The sign

of the shifts is in agreement with the theory, but their magnitude is only about half

of the value predicted by Equation (117) (for reasons discussed below). As predicted

by theory, for the case of water the wavelength shifts were almost independent of

temperature, with a thermal sensitivity of only +0.6 ± 0.3 pm/K and −0.3 ± 0.1

pm/K for TE and TM modes, respectively. These shifts correspond to a detection

limit of (7.3 ± 4.2) × 10−6 RIU (TE) and (4.9 ± 3.6) × 10−6 RIU (TM) assuming

a temperature �uctuation of 1 K. Thus, a controllable high-index coating can be

employed to �ne-tune a microsphere for exceptional thermal stability, even down to

virtually zero, for the most common bio-solvent (water).
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Figure 36. WGM shifts as a function of temperature for air, water,
methanol, or ethanol as the external medium. Linear �tting was used
to obtain the thermal sensitivity in each case. The shift errors were ob-
tained from the Fourier analysis [141] used to obtain the wavelength shifts,
and the temperature errors were based on the observed variations in the
thermocouple reading over the course of the measurements.
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For the case of a water solvent, the results agree closely (but not exactly) with

the theoretical calculations shown above. The reasons for the discrepancy are that

the synthesized microsphere is slightly larger than 30 µm, and the �lm thickness,

while likely close to 80 nm [153], cannot be determined precisely. As well, the Fourier

method averages the shift over the whole spectrum, and dispersion was not consid-

ered in the calculations. Despite these approximations, the results agree reasonably

well with the theoretical ones, showing a nearly-perfect thermal stability for a water

solvent.

The reason that the measured thermal shifts for ethanol, methanol, and air were

smaller than the theoretical values is probably due to the delay in heating the micro-

sphere to the temperature indicated by the thermocouple. Since the microsphere was

inserted within a glass capillary, it was e�ectively shielded from the heating element

and would be slow to achieve the ambient temperature. To evaluate this hypothesis,

an additional experiment was conducted in which the microsphere was held directly

beside the heater without being inserted into a capillary. The thermal sensitivity was

found to be +8.2±0.1 pm for TE polarization (measured in air), which is much closer

to the theoretical values. This is consistent with the idea that the shifts measured in

Figure (36) are smaller than they �should� be as a result of thermal shielding of the

microsphere inside the capillary.

To conclude, we showed that a coated microsphere can be designed to have WGMs

that are almost perfectly insensitive to thermal �uctuations for virtually any speci�c

local medium. We then synthesized a microsphere that approximated the ideal con-

dition for a water solvent (the most important solvent for biosensing applications)

and measured the thermal shift. For water, the temperature-induced shifts were

indeed very close to zero, indicating that microsphere WGM-based sensors can be

constructed to be insensitive to local temperature �uctuations. In this device, the

positive thermo-optic coe�cients of the glass sphere and the coating layer almost

exactly balanced the negative thermo-optic coe�cient of the water solvent for a �rst-

radial-order WGM. Thus, by layering a microsphere with a high-index coating with a

speci�c thickness, one can achieve robust structure, tuned for virtually any analyte, in

which local temperature �uctuations do not adversely a�ect the sensing performance.
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Abstract

Quantum dots (QDs) coupled to an optical microsphere can be used as �uorescent

refractometric sensors. The QD emission couples to the whispering gallery resonances

of the microsphere, leading to sharp, periodic maxima in the �uorescence spectrum.

Silicon QDs (Si-QDs) are especially attractive �uorophores because of their low tox-

icity and ease of handling. In this work, a thin layer of Si-QDs was coated onto the

surface of a microsphere made by melting the end of a tapered optical �ber. Refrac-

tometric sensing experiments were conducted using two methods. First, the sphere

was immersed directly into a cuvette containing methanol-water mixtures. Second,

the sphere was inserted into a silica capillary and the solutions were pumped through

the capillary channel. The latter method enables micro�uidic operation. In both

geometries, high-visibility (V = 0.83) modes were observed with Q factors up to

1, 700. Using standard signal processing methods applied to the whispering gallery

mode (WGM) spectrum, sensorgram-type measurements were conducted using sin-

gle Si-QD-coated microspheres. The WGM resonances shifted as a function of the

refractive index of the analyte solution, giving sensitivities ranging from 30 to 100

nm/refractive index unit (RIU) for di�erent microspheres and a detection limit on

the order of 10−4 RIU.
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5.1 Introduction

Fluidic devices capable of detecting a desired analyte in lab-on-a-chip or �small device�

con�gurations could meet the need for a wide range of sensing applications, from

drug delivery to clinical diagnosis and �eld-based environmental monitoring [205,

206]. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-based systems are among the most advanced

optical technologies at this point. Several biosensor devices based on SPR physics

are now available on the market [207]. These sensors feature established surface

functionalization chemistries that have enabled the speci�c detection of many di�erent

analytes. Although demonstrating numerous attractive characteristics, commercial

SPR sensors are generally based on robust but bulky prism coupling con�gurations

to detect the re�ected light. Considerable e�ort is currently being focused on �ber-

or waveguide-based SPR devices that have a smaller footprint [208].

Optical microspheres provide an intriguing potential alternative to SPR-based

sensing methods [21]. These structures o�er many similar bene�ts, including po-

tentially high sensitivity and label-free sensing of speci�c target biomarkers [209].

Fluorescent microspheres (sometimes called �active� microspheres if lasing can be

achieved) [210] can reduce experimental complexity associated with evanescent wave

measurement systems. In these structures, whether active or passive, the light from a

�uorophore such as a laser dye or quantum dots located in the near-surface region of

the microsphere interacts with the optical resonances known as the whispering gallery

modes (WGMs). WGMs are electromagnetic �eld resonances with a large amplitude

near the equator of the microsphere and an evanescent tail extending into the sur-

rounding medium. This evanescent component of the WGM responds to changes in

the optical constants of the local medium, resulting in a shift of the resonant frequen-

cies or a change in the quality factor Q (where Q = f/∆f de�nes the �sharpness� of

the resonance).

There are two general methods by which WGM-based optical sensors can oper-

ate, using either evanescent coupling or �uorescence spectroscopy (Figure 37). In

the evanescent case, light from a tunable laser is transferred to a microsphere, typ-

ically using a tapered �ber brought within a few hundred nanometers of the sphere

boundary (Figure 37(a)). The evanescent �eld couples into the sphere and the WGMs

appear as dips in the transmission spectrum. While the detection limit of these mea-

surements is low due to the high resolution of tunable laser systems, this method

requires costly and delicate apparatus. In contrast, the WGMs can be observed as

peaks in the �uorescence spectra if the microsphere is doped with a suitably emissive
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Figure 37. Illustration of the two main methods for measuring theWGMs
of a microsphere. In (a), the mode spectrum is obtained by coupling light
from a tuneable laser into a single mode tapered �ber held within 100−500
nm from the microsphere surface. The WGMs appear as minima in the
laser transmission spectrum. In the �uorescence case depicted in (b), the
WGMs are measured by exciting a �uorophore (here, Si-QDs) with a blue
laser, collecting the light with a microscope objective, and analyzing it with
a spectrometer. The WGMs are measured as maxima in the �uorescence
spectrum.

material (Figure 37(b)). In this case, the sensitivities are limited by the lower res-

olution of spectrometer-based measurements; however, the sensor structures can be

more durable, robust, and more readily incorporated into di�erent sensing geometries.

Both designs (evanescent and �uorescent) may compete with SPR technologies when

focusing on device miniaturization [211, 190].

In this work, a thin layer of �uorescent silicon quantum dots (Si-QDs) was coated

on the surface of a silica microsphere fabricated by melting the end of a tapered �ber.

Si-QDs have quantum yields claimed to be as high as 60% [117]. They show a good

resistance to photobleaching [212], and they are inherently compatible with silicon-

based microphotonic systems. For sensing applications, Si-QDs also have low toxicity

[127] and their oxides can be surface functionalized [73], making them amenable

for biosensing applications. The main objectives of this work were, therefore: (a)

to determine the refractive index sensitivity and detection limits for Si-QD-layered

microspheres; (b) to examine possible micro�uidic coupling of such structures; and (c)

to demonstrate real-time data collection and analysis (i.e., sensorgrams), as typically

performed in SPR devices.
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Figure 38. Diagram of the experimental setups. (a) The bulk setup, in
which a single microsphere was dipped into the solution for measurement.
(b) The �micro�uidic� setup in which the sphere was inserted into the
channel of a microcapillary.

5.2 Experimental methods

The silica microspheres were made by melting a tip of an optical �ber, using a CO2

laser. The unfused part of the �ber acts as a stem that supports the microsphere

for insertion into the �uid chamber (Figure 38). A layer of Si-QDs was then formed

on the surface of the microsphere, using a coating method we described in detail

previously [133, 213]. In brief, the microsphere was �rst dipped into a solution of

hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) dissolved in methyl isobutyl ketone for about 30 s.

Removing the microsphere from the HSQ solution leaves a thin layer that uniformly

coats the sphere surface. The microsphere was then annealed at 1, 100 °C for 1 h in an

atmosphere of 95%N2+5%H2 in order to segregate the �lm into a two-phase mixture

of silicon nanocrystals and amorphous SiO2. This procedure results in a submicron

coating consisting of Si-QDs embedded in a silica matrix [213].

In both setups, the Si-QD �uorescence was excited with either the 488-nm line

of an Ar+ laser with an incident power on the sample of about 45 mW or with a

445-nm �laser pointer� with an incident power of about 700 mW. The �uorescence

was collected through a microscope objective and sent to a standard Czerny�Turner

spectrometer (the SGS from the Santa Barbara Instruments Group). The CCD was

calibrated for both wavelength and intensity, using an HgAr lamp and a standard

blackbody radiator, respectively.

5.3 Modeling and simulation

Basic Theory

The WGMs were modeled using methods developed by Teraoka and Arnold, for

three-layered systems with spherical geometry [131, 130]. This method solves for the
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roots of the characteristic equation describing the electric �eld in a layered sphere:

El(r) =


AlΨ(n1kr) r < a− t
BlΨ(n2kr) + ClXl(n2kr) a− t < r < a

DlXl(n3kr) r > a

(121)

In Equation (121), n1, n2, and n3 are the refractive indices of the microsphere,

the QD �lm, and �uid medium, respectively, Ψl and Xl are the lth cylindrical Riccati-

Bessel and Riccati-Neumann functions, and Al, Bl, Cl, and Dl are coe�cients. The

solutions to these expressions are obtained by setting the boundary conditions as

usual (e.g., the transverse electric (TE)-polarized �eld must be continuous across both

interfaces) and solving for the roots of the resulting expression. These expressions,

while too long for reproduction here, can be solved by numerical integration and

root�nding methods in standard mathematical software packages. This leads to the

resonant wavevector and sensitivity for any given resonance of the sphere.

While Equation(121) can be used to quickly �nd the wavelength and refractomet-

ric sensitivity for a single n, l mode for any set of refractive indices, and �lm thick-

ness, full spectral modeling requires the use of �nite di�erence time domain (FDTD)

simulation. Matching the simulation with experiment permits complete mode iden-

ti�cation for all WGMs in the spectrum and provides an independent estimate of

the QD �lm thickness, refractive index, and extinction coe�cient. FDTD simulations

were performed with the commercial software package OmniSim, from Photon Design.

Standard methods with respect to grid size, the number of time steps, absorption co-

e�cient, and matching layers were used to ensure that the e�ects of artifacts in the

simulation were minimized [214].

Comparison with experiment

The WGMs were clearly developed in the �uorescence spectrum of the Si-QD-

coated microspheres. Both TE and TM modes were present, with the TE polarization

tending to show a higher visibility (VTE = 0.83 vs. VTM = 0.56, for the best spheres).

For this reason, the TE resonances (Figure 39) were used for refractometric sensing

measurements and Figure 39(b) shows the photoluminescence image. The resonance

Q factors of these modes were as high as 1,700, the free spectral range was ∼ 3 nm,

and the �nesse was typically on the order of 3. A secondary family of maxima with

a lower intensity and slightly larger free spectral range was also present.

Simulation and modeling were employed to characterize the resonances and to
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index changes.

Mode shift measurement

In order to determine the resonance shifts (δλ) due to a change in the external

refractive index, one must obtain a good estimate of the WGM peak position. In

our opinion, this key aspect of WGM �uorescence sensing is not always considered

in su�cient detail. One of several methods will typically be used to determine the

central wavelength:

� Simply picking the highest point in the peak may work well if the modes are

well sampled and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is high [215].

� Parametric waveform analysis (i.e., curve �tting) can be accurate even for fairly

low SNR, as long as one has an accurate mathematical model describing the

peak shape [141].

� Autocorrelation with respect to the original spectrum can be e�ective if the

SNR is su�ciently high [189].

� Least squares mathematical modeling of the entire WGM spectrum [18] can

be sensitive to very small shifts but appears di�cult and time-consuming to

implement.

The relatively high luminescence Q factor combined with the 0.1 nm/pixel pitch of

our spectrometer results in a poor sampling of the WGMs (Figure 39(d)). The mode

shape does not appear Lorentzian, possibly owing to overlap between the �rst- and

second-radial-order mode families. Furthermore, the SNR is approximately 37 dB

(for a 100 s collection time), which is low compared to measurements made with

evanescent coupling setups. Thus, none of the above methods would seem well-suited

for obtaining accurate mode shift information from these spectra.

We instead used standard Fourier signal processing methods to obtain the mode

shifts. The periodic nature of the WGM spectrum makes it a perfect candidate for

waveform shift measurements based on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). This

method has the secondary advantage that it is simple to incorporate for �live time�

sensorgram measurements. The basic steps were as follows: the spectra were �rst

converted into frequency units in order to ensure a constant period (i.e., a uniform

free spectral range); they were then resampled using linear interpolation methods to

obtain uniform frequency spacing [216] and �nally transformed to obtain the power

and phase spectra of the Fourier series.
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The resulting phase shifts (for all phases) were calculated, and a linear regression

was performed on the shifts Δφ for each Fourier component p (i.e., the �shift theo-

rem�) and weighted according to the corresponding power of each component. This

assumes that the spectra are shift invariant, which should be a reasonable assump-

tion at least for small refractive index changes. The frequency shift is then given by

Δf ≈ ∆ϕp(fmax− fmin)/2π, with ∆ϕp equal to the slope of the weighted �t and fmin
and fmax representing the spectral range. Filtering was performed in order to remove

the high and low frequency components of the spectrum prior to �tting. While the

choice of �ltering is arbitrary, removal of high-frequency noise and long-wavelength

oscillations (e.g., the underlying non-cavity-coupled �uorescence) is a standard proce-

dure in many �elds [217]. With this method, the spectral shifts are obtained from the

entire spectrum, not from any individual peak. The method is insensitive to noise,

can detect small shifts, does not require mathematical modeling of complicated peak

shapes, is not greatly hindered by overlapping mode families, and is based on entirely

standard signal processing methods that are easily incorporated into any analysis

system.

5.4 Refractometric measurements

�Bulk� system analysis

Refractometric measurements were then performed on a set of water-methanol

solutions. Each solution was injected sequentially into a 3.5-mL cuvette, the �uores-

cence spectrum was collected, and the solution was subsequently removed with the

same syringe before the cuvette was re�lled with the next solution. The resulting

�uorescence spectra are shown in Figure 40. The WGM spectrum remains largely

unchanged in all solutions, except for a slight mode shift due to the di�erent solution

refractive indices. The mode shifts, δλ, appear non-monotonic; initially, there appears

to be a redshift as the methanol concentration increased, followed by a subsequent

blueshift for the highest methanol concentrations.

Although these non-monotonic spectral shifts may seem surprising, this behavior

is in fact expected for mixtures of methanol and water. Both molecules are polar

and form an �associate� that becomes the major component of the overall mixture at

intermediate compositions [218]. This associate phase has a higher refractive index

than either pure water or methanol and therefore a higher index than any linear

combination of the two. Thus, the non-monotonic resonance shifts (Figure 40) are

closely consistent with the expected evolution of the refractive index as a function of
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Figure 40. Fluorescence spectra from a microsphere held in a cuvette, for
a variety of di�erent methanol-water mixtures. The spectra are cropped
horizontally and vertically o�set for clarity. The label x represents the
volume fraction of methanol, and the vertical dashed line is a reference
point from which the mode shifts can be more easily seen. The inset
shows the shifts calculated from the Fourier analysis of the spectra shown
in the main panel; the error bars are the uncertainties from the weighted
�t to phase shifts of each Fourier component within the �ltering range.
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methanol concentration in the solution [219].

The microsphere sensitivity can be measured using the pure phases, since their

refractive indices can be calculated at any wavelength using the known Cauchy pa-

rameters for methanol [220] and water [221]. Accordingly, the average sensitivity of

this microsphere over the refractive index range from pure methanol to water was

found to be 30 nm/RIU, which is somewhat lower than the theoretical average calcu-

lated above. The overall resolution (i.e., minimum detectable wavelength shift) can

be estimated as 3σ of the errors in the weighted least squares �t of the Fourier phase

shifts. With a best case uncertainty on the order of 10 pm, the detection limit is in

the range of 10=4 RIU.

Micro�uidic with a microsphere

Having established that the Si-QD-coated microsphere has a good WGM structure

in its �uorescence spectrum and a reasonable sensitivity and detection limit (for

a �uorescent device), we next attempted to determine whether it can work in a

micro�uidic setup. To achieve this, the microsphere was inserted into the channel of

a microcapillary. One end of the capillary was attached to a micro-syringe pump and

the other end, through which the sphere was inserted, was used for �uid disposal.

The greatest di�culty in this work was found to be in the focusing of the sphere

when the solutions were pumped into the channel. Essentially, the capillary acts as a

diverging lens for any point away from the exact center of the channel. In practice, we

found that focusing the microsphere onto the spectrometer slit tended to be di�cult,

requiring repeated manipulation of the experimental setup and of the microsphere's

horizontal and vertical position inside the capillary. In the future, square pro�le

capillaries should be a better option to minimize lensing e�ects; however, in a few

cases at least, it was possible to achieve reasonably well-focused spectra. An example

is shown in Figure 41, in which we see a �uorescent microsphere inserted into a

capillary, with water contained in the channel.

A set of methanol-water mixtures was then pumped into the capillary channel

and the WGM resonance shifts of the microsphere were sequentially measured. The

overall trend followed closely the results of the previous section, except that the

�uorescence spectra are somewhat weaker and noisier than in the previous case, and

the uncertainties in the spectral shifts are therefore larger. Nevertheless, these results

show that micro�uidic operation via single microsphere insertion into a capillary is a

viable option for these QD-coated �uorescent microcavity devices.

Sensorgrams
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Figure 41. (a) A section of the �uorescence WGM spectra collected from
a microsphere inserted into a glass capillary, as a function of the methanol
concentration, x, by volume. The dashed vertical line is a guide to the eye,
for tracing the shifts δλ. The inset shows δλ as a function of methanol
concentration obtained from a Fourier analysis of the �uorescence WGM
spectra. The error bars represent the uncertainty from the weighted �ts to
the Fourier series phase shifts. (b) A �uorescence image of the microsphere
in the capillary. (c) A transmitted light image of the same microsphere.

The Fourier methods for �nding the spectral shifts readily enable sensorgram oper-

ation for �uorescent microspheres. To demonstrate this, a newly made Si-QD-coated

microsphere was inserted into a cuvette and immersed in 2 mL of deionized water.

Then, 0.3 mL of ethanol was added to the cuvette, using the micropumping system

described above. Over this range of concentration from 0 to 13.0% (v/v) ethanol

in the analyzed solution, the refractive index varies nearly linearly with composition

[222], and the net mode shift estimated theoretically from Equation (121) should be

less than half a free spectral range. The latter is necessary to prevent the phase from

�jumping� by one wavelength when the total forward Fourier phase shift exceeds a

value of π. The injection tube nozzle was approximately 2 cm from the sphere and

the volume �ow rate was 0.005 mL/min, corresponding to a �uid speed of 0.143 mm/s

in the tube. The total �ow time was 1 h.

Spectral images were collected continuously as the water-ethanol solution was

injected into the cuvette. A 100-s collection time was used for each image, automati-

cally collected over a period of 4.9 h. The resonance shifts obtained from the Fourier

transform of the WGM mode spectra are plotted in Figure 42. Initially, there was

a gradual blueshift of approximately 50 pm, over a period of 105 min. The initial

blueshift is likely caused by a small temperature rise of the water solution, as a result

of the pump laser. The thermo-optic coe�cient of water is on the order of −10−4 K-1

in this range [219]. Based on the measured sensitivity of 107 nm/RIU for this sphere,
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Figure 42. Sensorgram showing the evolution of the spectral shift, δλ,
as a function of time. As usual, the error bars represent the uncertainty
from the weighted �ts to the Fourier series phase shifts.

a 50-pm blueshift corresponds to a temperature increase of about 7.9◦ in the cuvette.

Consistent with this interpretation, in experiments using a low laser power, this ini-

tial blueshift was not observed. We note that the higher sensitivity for this sphere

is almost certainly due to di�erences in diameter and especially QD �lm thickness,

which can have a profound e�ect on the sensitivity of a three-layered spherical cavity

[130, 214].

After 117 min, the WGM spectra underwent a sudden rapid redshift. This hap-

pened at the point in time when the injected ethanol reached the microsphere. The

spectral shift attained a value of 420 pm before leveling o� to a constant value. The

time taken for this process to occur is due to a combination of di�usion of ethanol in

water and the initial injection speed of 0.143 mm/s. Based on the di�usion coe�cient

for ethanol in water of 1.23 × 10−5 cm2/s [223], the ethanol should be detectable in

about 90 h if the motion is purely di�usional. The 52-min timescale required in this

case was therefore mainly controlled by initial �uid injection velocity.

5.5 Conclusions

Fluorescent silica microspheres coated with a layer of silicon quantum dots are promis-

ing as micro�uidic sensor devices. In this work, we found a well-developed whisper-

ing gallery mode structure with Q factors over 1, 500. The refractometric sensitivity

δλ/dn is enhanced by the presence of a high-index surface layer, reaching values

up to 107 nm/RIU in one sample. In future work, we will attempt to control the

QD �lm thickness to enhance the overall sensitivity (currently, the thickness of the

QD �lm is not a controlled parameter). Using standard signal processing methods,
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spectral shifts as small as a few picometers can be resolved, even with a standard

small-footprint spectrometer with a pitch of 0.1 nm/pixel and a nominal resolution of

0.24 nm. With these values, the detection limit should be on the order of 10−4 RIU.

This work demonstrated micro�uidic and sensorgram-type operation of single QD-

coated �uorescent microspheres. Micro�uidic measurements were demonstrated by

inserting individual sphere into the channel of a microcapillary and then pumping

various �uids into the capillary while monitoring the WGM spectrum. Measurements

were found to be rather di�cult in this geometry, as a result of capillary lensing

e�ects; in future work, therefore, square pro�le capillaries will be employed instead.

Sensorgrams were also demonstrated by applying simple Fourier methods to a set of

continuously collected WGM spectra. Here, each time point was 100 s, but much

faster results could be obtained if the signal-to-noise remains su�ciently high for

Fourier series analysis of the data, within acceptable errors. While the sensitivity

remains lower than for competing SPR-based devices, these structures could be used

for live time measurement of the temperature, di�usion coe�cients, or mixing speeds

for any mixture of transparent �uids. Additionally, the QD coating should readily

permit surface functionalization for speci�c detection of target analytes in sensorgram

format, as recently shown for the detection of biotin and streptavidin [224]. The

method is additionally robust, experimentally inexpensive, and readily compatible

with micro�uidic analysis.
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Abstract

The electromagnetic resonances of optical microspheres - the so-called whispering

gallery modes (WGMs) - can be used for refractometric sensing of surrounding �uids.

Microspheres are attractive because they o�er high sensitivity and can be utilized

with �uorescent dyes or quantum dots. One issue with microspheres, however, is

that they are di�cult to integrate into micro�uidic systems. Here, we develop a

micro�uidic structure that permits sensing applications using a single microsphere

in a capillary. To achieve this, a microsphere formed on the end of a tapered �ber

was �rst coated with �uorescent silicon quantum dots (QDs). The sphere was then

inserted into a microcapillary and the �uorescence WGMs were monitored as di�erent

�uids were pumped through the channel. The sensitivity and detection limits for this

sphere-in-a-capillary device were measured for several di�erent QD �lm thicknesses

and for two di�erent microsphere sizes. Because of the relatively high-visibility mode

structure, the sensitivity and detection limit can be de�ned by Fourier analysis of the

free spectral range and WGM spectral shifts.
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6.1 Introduction

Combining optical sensors with micro�uidic systems could lead to the development

of miniaturized �on-chip� detection devices [225, 226]. Microscale optical sensors can

permit the analysis of subnanoliter volumes of �uid; such devices can also meet the

necessities of small size, low cost, and short analysis times associated with Lab-on-a-

Chip (LoC) based technologies [227]. Optical microcavities such as photonic crystals

[228], microcapillaries [229], and microdisks [230] are naturally compatible with LoC

systems and have been investigated for refractometric sensing [231, 232].

In microcavities with a circular symmetry (microspheres, disks, and cylinders)

light circulates by total internal re�ection around the equator of the structure, leading

to the formation of electromagnetic resonances known as the whispering gallery modes

(WGMs). A fraction of the electric �eld pro�le of the WGMs extends into the medium

outside the structure, forming the basis of the sensing mechanism. The WGMs are

characterized by both the resonant frequency, f0, and the Q factor (Q = f0/∆f , with

∆f being the resonance linewidth). Both f0 and Q can be sensitive to changes in the

surrounding medium [209, 19]. In microspheres, the WGMs can have extraordinarily

high Q factors, which (within data-sampling-related limits) makes them attractive

for sensing applications [233].

Microspheres generally require an external analyte chamber [234], and are there-

fore di�cult to integrate into LoC-type designs that require both optical and �uidic

access to the sensor [235]. One suggested solution uses optical tweezers to position

the sphere near the analyte [236], although at the cost of experimental complexity.

Special �uid cells [152] may present another option. In addition, coupling into the

WGMs can require delicate tapered optical �bers [237], accurate positioning of a

waveguide and a �uid channel with respect to the sphere surface [235], or the use of

bulky prism couplers [238]. These issues can hamper the application of microspheres

in LoC-type analysis devices.

In this work, we demonstrate a single �uorescent microsphere utilized as a mi-

cro�uidic sensor. Dye- or quantum-dot-doped microspheres [14, 239, 139] operate in

the �uorescence mode, obviating the need for an evanescent coupling apparatus. The

basic method is to deposit a uniform layer of silicon quantum dots (Si-QDs) on the

surface of a microsphere, which is held on the end of a �ber taper. The microsphere

is inserted into a capillary (Figure 43), and di�erent �uids are then pumped through

the channel while monitoring the WGMs in real time. This method represents one

way to solve the external chamber issue and permit �live-time� sensorgram analysis.
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Figure 44. SEM image of a microsphere with a single-QD coating. (a)
The sphere appears smooth and featureless at this magni�cation. (b) Flu-
orescence image of sphere 2 (diameter: 59 µm), with a quadruple-coating
of Si-QDs. The sphere is immersed in water, inside a capillary channel
(the channel walls are outside the image). The stem also �uoresces, since
the microsphere was dipped to a depth of several mm during the QD
fabrication procedure.

of 0.1 nm/pixel (the SGS from Santa Barbara Instruments Group). Spectra were

collected continuously as three solutions were pumped sequentially into the capillary:

�rst ethanol, then a 1 : 1 by volume ethanol:water mixture, and �nally pure water.

The refractive index used to estimate the device sensitivity for these three solutions

was 1.3589, 1.3568, and 1.3326, respectively [221, 222]. All �uorescence spectra were

calibrated for wavelength and intensity by using an HgAr lamp (manufactured by

CVI) and a blackbody radiator (Ocean Optics).

6.3 Results and analysis

The Si-QD coating was smooth and uniform (Figure 44(a)). When excited with a

blue laser, a red emission typical of oxide-embedded Si-QDs [242, 243] was observed

in the �uorescence images (Figure 44(b)). The use of a square capillary as opposed

to the normal circular ones was found to greatly reduce the lensing problems that

made �uorescence imaging and spectroscopy otherwise very di�cult. Clear and well-

focused �uorescence images such as that in Figure 44(b) were easily obtainable for

all three solutions in the capillary.

The corresponding spectral image of a double-QD-coated microsphere is shown in

Figure 45. The mode structure appeared especially well developed near the sphere

edges, and was clearly divided into the TE and TM polarizations, as determined by

inserting an analyzer into the light path. Here, we refer to the polarization direction

with respect to the plane of the WGMs; hence, the TE modes have the electric �eld

polarized parallel to the �ber stem, as shown in Figure 45(a). The TM modes were

weaker and extended further into the �uid medium surrounding the sphere (Figure

45(c)).
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Figure 45. (a) Fluorescence �tracking� image of sphere 1, with a double-
coating of Si-QDs (monochrome, inverted contrast; diameter: 64 µm; a
faint double-image is visible). The E-�eld directions for the TE and TM
polarizations are shown, and the spectrometer slit is observable bisecting
the microsphere at a slight angle. (b) A spectral image taken from a region
corresponding to the blue line in the slit image in (a). (c) A magni�cation
of a small part of the spectral image (rotated 90◦). The blue (dark) and
red (light) lines in (c) correspond to the TE and TM intensity pro�les in
(d).
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The �uorescence spectra showed a set of closely-spaced high-visibility modes (V ≈
0.74), where the visibility is de�ned as usual as (Imax − Imin)/(Imax + Imin) and Q

factors up to ∼ 2000 (Fig. 46(a)). The overall �uorescence intensity was strongly

increased upon the application of a second QD coating. The Q factors are probably

limited by the linewidth of the individual QDs [45], since our previous tunable-laser

transmission measurements through a �ber taper yielded Q factors in the range of

105. The TE-polarized WGMs were more intense than the corresponding TM modes

(Fig. 46(b)). Numerical modeling [130, 131] and �nite di�erence time domain simula-

tions suggested that the observed WGMs are �rst-order radial modes having angular

numbers on the order of 400 for sphere 1 and 350 for the smaller sphere 2. The pre-

cise angular number for each mode could not be determined unambiguously, due to

uncertainties in the refractive index and size of the sphere, and the QD layer thickness.

The central wavelength for each WGM is di�cult to determine by standard

Lorentzian curve �tting, due to sampling problems (i.e., each peak is de�ned by

only a few data points, as shown in the inset to Figure 46(b)). Furthermore, over-

lapping second-order radial modes can complicate the curve-�tting procedure [158].

Therefore, the mode shifts caused by changing the refractive index of the �uid in the

channel were measured by converting to frequency units and using Fourier methods

over the entire spectrum [141], rather than by attempting to �t a Lorentzian function

to individual WGMs. The method has been discussed in detail previously [141], and

will only be outlined brie�y here. The wavelength shifts obtained in this way are

properties of the whole spectrum, as opposed to a single mode.

Essentially, a discrete Fourier transform is taken for all �uorescence spectra, to

obtain both the Fourier power and phase spectra. The shift theorem states that,

assuming a pure shift, all p Fourier components are shifted in phase by an amount

proportional to the component, i.e., ∆φ = ∆φpp where ∆φ is the phase shift of

the pth component and ∆φp is a proportionality constant that depends on the real

shift. A pure shift is a reasonable assumption for high-angular-order WGM spectra,

in which the sensitivity does not vary much over the wavelength range investigated.

In order to �nd ∆φp, we take a weighted linear �t to the phase di�erences for the

main components of the power spectrum, with the weighting of each component

proportional to its power. Then the real shift, in frequency units, is δf = ∆φp(fmax−
fmin)/(2π), where fmax − fmin is the spectral range of the measurement. All phase

di�erences are taken with respect to the (arbitrary) initial spectrum. The resulting

δf (or δλ, with appropriate conversion) represents a shift over the whole spectrum.

In order to ensure that the frequency shifts and the free spectral range (FSR)
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Figure 46. PL spectra for sphere 1, with a single (dark orange) and
double (light green) Si-QD coating (a). The inset shows the PL image
of the sphere with a single coating (left) and double coating (right). The
images have been inverted from black to white contrast but have not been
enhanced; thus, the single coating (left image in inset) is very faint. (b)
TE (dark blue) and TM (light red) polarized WGM spectra for sphere 2
(double coating). The inset shows the mode structure and data sampling
more closely.
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are measured correctly, several issues must be taken into account in the analysis, as

illustrated in Figure 47. One issue is the selection of the Fourier components used

for the shift measurements; here, we selected only the components having a power

greater than 25% of the main one, as shown in Figure 47(b). While this selection is

arbitrary, it does eliminate high-frequency noise and broad background �uorescence,

and establishes some consistency amongst di�erent analyses. When converting the

spectra from wavelength to frequency, we used a linear interpolation algorithm to

ensure that the data was spaced uniformly in frequency units. One unavoidable

di�culty with the method, especially for large shifts, is the possibility of �2π rollover�

that must be corrected when the shifts are larger than π. In other words, a phase

shift of π + φ will appear as a shift of −π + φ.

The resulting wavelength shifts for sphere 1 (double-coating, TE polarized) are

shown in Figure 47(d). The error bars represent the uncertainty in the weighted linear

�tting and are e�ectively a measure of the uncertainty in the sensitivity of the device.

For this sample, the average sensitivity, S = δλ/δn, over the range of refractive index

between water and ethanol was STE = 38±4 nm/refractive index unit (RIU), ignoring

any error associated with the refractive indices of water and ethanol.

The variation in the shift for a given compound in the capillary is, however,

much smaller than the uncertainty in the overall shift. This error is a measure of

the detection limits of the device. One standard deviation of the uncertainty in the

peak position over the �rst 30 measurements of the time series was ∼ 5 pm for all

three solutions in the capillary. Within a 3σ degree of certainty [215], the minimum

detectable wavelength shift, δf , is therefore 15 pm and the most probable detection

limit is δn = δf/S = 4.3× 10−4 RIU for this device.

The sensitivity of the TMmodes (STM = 44±8 nm/RIU) appeared slightly greater

than for the TE case, consistent with the greater extension of the TM-polarized �eld

into the �uid medium surrounding the sphere (Figure 45). A greater sensitivity for the

TM polarization is also consistent with the perturbation-theory approach developed

by Teraoka and Arnold [130, 131]. Despite the probable greater sensitivity, however,

the TM modes were always much weaker than the TE ones, and demonstrated lower

Q factors (QTM = 1040; QTE = 1830 in Figure 46(b)). The TM modes concentrate

more toward the �lm and external �uid medium, and therefore su�er greater optical

losses, but have a greater sensitivity.

The sensorgrams for the TE-polarized spectra for sphere 2 (diameter 59 µm) are

shown in Figure 48. Consistent with its smaller size, sphere 2 appeared more sensi-

tive than sphere 1 (50± 20 nm/RIU for a double QD coating, as compared to 38± 4
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Figure 47. Part of the WGM spectrum (sphere 1, double- QD-coating,
TE polarization) for 90 consecutive measurements (light red to dark blue)
as ethanol, then a water�ethanol mixture, then water were pumped into
the capillary (a). (b) The corresponding Fourier power spectra, showing
the strongest components. (c) The phase spectra for the strongest com-
ponents. (d) The resulting shift spectra, calculated from a weighted linear
�tting of the phase di�erences in (c), and converted back into wavelength
units. The breaks on the time axis indicate times when the pumping
was stopped in order to change syringes. The error bars represent the 1σ
uncertainty in the weighted �tting of the selected Fourier components.
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Figure 48. Sensorgram showing the WGM spectral shifts as di�erent
solutions were pumped through the capillary. Results are shown for sphere
2, with di�erent numbers of QD coatings. The breaks on the time axis
indicate time when the pumping was stopped in order to change syringes.

nm/RIU), although the error is large. In this microsphere, the uncertainties associ-

ated with the weighted linear �tting of the main Fourier components were signi�cant

(Figure 48), leading to the large uncertainty in the overall sensitivity. Still, the 3σ

wavelength shift errors remained small (these ranged from 11 to 19 pm in the double-

and quadruple-coated cases, to a maximum of 46 pm in the triple-coated sample).

The most probable detection limits in the case of sphere 2 were 2.2×10−4, 7.9×10−4,

and 3.4 × 10−4 RIU for the double, triple, and quadruple-coated cases. From these

results, it appears that there is little advantage to coating the sphere with more than

two QD layers, and that the detection limit is optimally close to 10−5 RIU, which is

competitive for a �uorescence-based device.

The Fourier shift treatment of the WGM spectra permits the FSR to be used as

an alternative sensorgram measurement (Figure 49). The FSR has a 3σ error of less

than 200 MHz (∼ 0.4 pm) in the best cases. Error bars are not shown in Figure 49,

since a weighted �tting of the Fourier components is not required to calculate the

FSR. In all samples, the FSR increased on going from ethanol, to the mixture, to

water in the capillary, and it decreased progressively by ∼ 4 GHz (a few pm) for each

subsequent QD coating.

An alternative sensitivity and detection limit strategy can be de�ned by the change

in the FSR as a function of the analyte index. The FSR sensitivity for sphere 1 (for

a double-QD-coating) is SFSR = δfFSR/δn = 75.3 GHz/RIU; for sphere 2 it was

457.8 GHz/RIU. The increase in SFSR on going from sphere 1 to 2 is larger than the

corresponding increase in the shift sensitivity. Like the shift sensitivity [130, 131], the

FSR sensitivity should have a nonlinear and coating-thickness-dependent relationship

with the sphere size and layer thickness, so the large change in the FSR sensitivity
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Figure 49. FSR sensorgram for sphere 1 (pink dots) and 2 (red, green,
and blue dots). These values were calculated using the same rules as for
the shift sensorgrams: all components smaller than 25% of the maximum
�ltered out in the analysis. The FSR was converted to wavelength units
for visual convenience and comparison with Figure 46. The breaks on the
time axis indicate time when the pumping was stopped in order to change
syringes.

may be realistic. It could also be, in part, a result of experimental variations such

as the exact location on the sphere from which the measurements were taken, or �lm

thickness. Finally, the related detection limits are δnFSR = δfFSR/SFSR, leading to

an FSR-related detection limit of 2.7× 10−3 and 4.4× 10−4 RIU for spheres 1 and 2,

respectively.

The sensorgram measurements indicate that there is little temperature-induced

shift of the resonance wavelengths that could contribute to errors in the measure-

ments, despite the high laser power of 700 mW. This is unlike the case for cuvette-

based measurement using similar QD-coated microspheres [158] in which a WGM

blueshift was observed as a function of time, owing mainly to the negative thermo-

optic coe�cient of water. While some measurements did show apparent drifts [for

example, see the FSR results for sphere 2 (quadruple-coated−blue dots) in the center

of Figure 49], generally we did not observe consistent drifts in the mode positions as a

function of laser exposure time. This is probably because, unlike for a cuvette, these

measurements use a continuous �uid �ow in the capillary channel.

6.4 Conclusions

A micro�uidic refractometric sensor structure was built by inserting a quantum-dot-

coated microsphere into a square-pro�le microcapillary. The device eliminates the

lensing issues that exist for imaging structures inside a �uid-�lled circular-pro�le

capillary. It also solves the �external chamber problem� associated with microsphere-
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based refractometric sensing methods and permits the operation of a microsphere in

a micro�uidic environment. Two spheres of di�erent radii and quantum-dot layer

thicknesses (i.e., number of coatings) were compared. Both spheres showed a red

�uorescence with WGM Q factors up to ∼ 2000 for the TE polarization.

The spheres were inserted into a square capillary, several di�erent solutions were

pumped through the channel, and the overall spectral shifts and FSRs were mea-

sured using Fourier analysis of the WGM spectra. The 3σ shift detection limits in

these structures are close to 10−5 RIU. The FSR can be used as an alternative mea-

sure of the refractive index changes in the capillary. These �sphere-in-a-capillary�

devices are promising for true micro�uidic biosensing applications, since the Si-QD

coatings can be functionalized to detect biomolecules such as biotin and streptavidin

[224]. The method is robust and repeatable, and experimentally simple compared to

other strategies for the micro�uidic integration of microspheres for refractometric or

biosensing applications.
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The main objectives of this work were to investigate in detail the WGM mode

structure of a �uorescent microsphere with a high-index quantum-dot coating, and to

investigate the application of such structures for reactive sensing. The work started

with a broad overview of the theory associated with the whispering gallery modes

of a sphere, beginning with �rst priciples and ending with the calculation of the key

mode parameters such as the resonance wavelength, Q factor, and refractometric

sensitivity. The main loss mechanisms and their in�uence on the overall Q factor

were investigated, as well as the e�ect of the high-index coating thickness.

Having reviewed the basic theory of the WGMs in a layered microsphere, we

next discussed the methods used in this work to fabricate a quantum-dot-coated

microsphere. This involved melting a tapered optical �ber and then using a �dip-

coating� method to fabricate a layer of �uorescent silicon QDs uniformly over the

surface of the sphere. The methods used were elaborated in detail, since the process

was not completely trivial and required a fair bit of trial and error to get it to work

well.

The main body of the thesis was then composed of a set of papers that investigated

the properties of these coated microspheres. Several aspects were investigated, includ-

ing the basic whispering gallery mode structure, the thermal response of the WGMs,

and various refractometric sensing applications. These investigations should produce

a fairly complete picture of the properties of QD-coated microspheres. Several inter-

esting experimental features were reported, as well as some of the main challenges

and frustrations associated with sensor-type applications (one of the worst di�cul-

ties being mechanical drift). Compared to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-type

sensors, which can often require bulky coupling con�gurations, the WGM-type sen-

sor can be readily interfaced to a micro-�uidic system. Each of the main results can

be summerized brie�y here, and we will then �nish with a discussion of the future

outlook for coated microsphere-type sensors.

Chapter 3 discussed the PL WGM structure of a �uorescent microsphere by com-

paring it to the �intrinsic� cavity modes obtained via evanescent measurements. The

results showed that the �uorescence WGMs were broad single peaks, while the un-

derlying cavity modes were much more complicated. In the �cold� cavity spectrum,

the �rst- and second-radial-order modes appeared and were split into several families

of non-degenerate modes, due to a slight eccentricity of the sphere. The �uorescence

WGMs represented a broadening of the much high-Q �intrinsic� cavity modes. The

broadening was mainly a result of the wide linewidth associated with the individual

QDs. The observed behaviour of the �uorescence WGMs at cryogenic temperatures
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was attributed to spectral di�usion, which alters the QD linewidth.

In the next paper (Chapter 4) we looked at the thermal response of the �uo-

rescence WGMs. The resonant wavelengths shift as a result of local temperature

changes, mainly due to the thermo-refractive e�ect in the glass sphere and the QD

coating. These materials have refractive indices that increase with temperature, so

any warming causes a mode red-shift. This can be problematic for reactive sensing

applications, because thermal �uctuations can cause underlying noise or gradually

continuous drifts in the data. Some amount of heating is virtually unavoidable, sim-

ply due to absorption of the pump laser. Thus, we aimed to �nd out whether the

e�ect could be minimized.

A mathematical analysis of the thermal shifts showed that it should be theo-

retically possible to build a microsphere with near-perfect stability against thermal

�uctuations. The basis of the method was to balance the positive thermal-refractive

e�ect of the glass sphere with the negative one of the outside solvent (ideally, water).

Theory suggested that this could be achieved for a �rst-order radial mode with a

QD �lm thickness near 100 nm for a 30 µm-radius-sphere. The basic idea is that

the high-index coating on the sphere can be used to control the extent of the �eld

penetration into each of the layers (glass sphere, QD coating, outside medium). If the

�lm could be tailored to the desired thickness, a zero thermal shift should be achiev-

able. We then built a microsphere that was quite near these conditions (admittedly,

it was somewhat lucky that the coating method naturally produces �lm near the ideal

thickness). The microsphere showed only very small thermal shifts - in fact they were

so small that the detection limit would likely be imposed by other problems such as

mechanical drift or the detector shift resolution.

Chapter 5 focused on refractometric sensing experiments in both bulk- and micro-

�uidic environments. The basic �uorescence WGM structure of a QD-coated mi-

crosphere was �rst characterized in terms of the Q factor, FSR, and mode visibility.

The microspheres showed excellent �uorescence WGM characteristics including a high

visibility (V > 0.5) and a Q factor of ∼ 103. In order to test the bulk sensing ca-

pability, a single sphere was then inserted into a cuvette containing various solutions

of methanol-water mixtures. The results showed that the sphere-in-a-cuvette setup

could be used fairly easily for refractometric sensing, although the sphere did tend to

drift during the addition or removal of �uid, mainly due to the large volumes involved.

Attempts were then made to perform sensing experiments inside a standard round

capillary in this chapter, but lensing e�ects were found to be too severe to obtain well-

focused spectra in most cases. Therefore, for the rest of the work a square capillary
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was used instead. Fluids were pumped through the capillary and the microsphere was

operated to produce sensorgram-type data. The sphere sensitivity could be as high

as ∼ 100 nm/RIU, and for these experiments the detection limit was ∼ 10−5 RIU.

In Chapter 6 the e�ect of the QD coating thickness on the sensor performance

was investigated. While the Q factors were not much a�ected by increasing the

thickness of the QD �lm, the overall �uorescence intensity increased considerably. The

mode visibility reached values as high as ∼ 0.7, indicating a very strong, pronounced

WGM structure that was far above the �uorescence background. The refractometric

sensitivities were increased by double-coating the microsphere, consistent with the

theory developed in Chapter 1 for �lms below the optimal thickness. Finally, the

FSR was found to represent an alternative sensor mechanism, since it also responds

to changes in the external medium. Again, however, Fourier methods were needed to

resolve the FSR at the picometer scale.

Future work

While this thesis demonstrated several of the basic properties of QD coated micro-

spheres, the door is open for future work. This could start with basic optimization,

but some of the main advances in relation to coated �uorescent microspheres will

probably be in the area of speci�c sensing applications. Some of the basic advances

I would suggest for future work include:

1. Improve the mechanical stability. A typical sensorgram experiment can cur-

rently last several hours, mainly limited by the time required to pump �uids

through the capillary channel (this is itself an issue for improvement as dis-

cussed below). We found that if the sphere drifts even by one pixel on the CCD

(keeping in mind that one is measuring �uorescence WGM shifts on the scale

of picometers), one can have arti�cial shifts develop in the spectrum. Better

mechanical stability in the holder, better control over local air movements, and

minimization of temperature �uctuations (which can also induce mechanical

motion) may help to solve this problem. Self-referencing (i.e., comparing the

shift of one mode to that of another one) has also been used to cancel the e�ects

of noise and drift [244, 245]; such strategies could possibly be used in spheres

as well.

2. Improve analysis speed. As mentioned above, an experiment can take few hours

mainly because of the time required to �settle� into relative mechanical stability

and because one has to pump through long tubing lengths. Faster collection
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times (e.g., by using shorter tubing lengths and faster pumping rates) should

therefore be advantageous. In fact, a complete �packaging solution� of the type

shown in Ref [69] could address issues 1 and 2. In that work, a microsphere

was mechanically integrated into a single portable unit that featured a micro-

fabricated channel. While this kind of packaging issue was not investigated here,

such solutions do exist and could be a promising way to eliminate problems

associated with analysis speed and drift.

3. Fabricate smaller microspheres. The size of the microspheres used in this thesis

ranged from 30-70 µm. Small spheres are somewhat more di�cult to fabricate,

however, they have a larger FSR, and can thus accommodate larger shifts. For

example, if the mode shifts by half an FSR the Fourier method gets confused

(i.e., it cannot distinguish a shift of π + ϕ from a shift of −π + ϕ). Second,

smaller spheres have more of the �eld energy in the outside medium and thus

have higher sensitivity.

4. Live-time analysis. Currently, the data are all collected for a given sensorgram

run, and then they are analyzed and the sensorgram is produced. One does

not know if problems occurred until after the experiment is complete. In future

work, one might re-write the analysis software so that it can show results �in

situ�, point-by-point. Then the experimenter would know immediately in live

time how the experiment is going.

5. Biosensing. In this thesis, a basic characterization of the WGMs associated

with QD-coated single microspheres was performed. This work hopefully sets

the stage for future experiments in which these microspheres will be used for

biosensing experiments. This means that the surface of the spheres needs to be

functionalized to react with a speci�c analyte. A considerable amount of litera-

ture exists for how to do this, mostly involving silanization of the silica surface

[74, 23]. These techniques should be applicable for Si-QD-coated microspheres

as well, since the QD coating is itself silica based. This will almost certainly be

one of the next steps in our group. This thesis laid the groundwork in terms

of how to make highly �uorescent QD-coated microspheres, how to setup a

micro�uidic-type sensor apparatus, and performed a complete characterization

of the relevant mode properties.

Finally, a brief comparison can be made in terms of WGM vs. surface plasmon res-

onance (SPR) optical sensors. SPR-based methods are probably the most advanced
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at this stage, and there are commercial devices available [246]. The physics behind

SPR sensors has been widely discussed in several review papers [208, 247, 248] and

will therefore not be repeated in detail. The basic method generally involves coupling

white light to a gold �lm, on one side of which the analyte �uid will be pumped,

and the other side is generally used for delivery of the white light, e.g., via a prism.

The advantages of SPR-based sensing methods are: i) low detection limit ([247]), ii)

established surface chemistry for bio-molecular recognition, such as amine or pegyla-

tion chemistry, iii) the excitation light is not limited to lasers, iv) mobile instruments

have already been developed [249].

Obviously SPR-based sensing is far ahead of WGM-based methods. However,

WGM sensors have some attractive properties as well. First, they are often inher-

ently micro-�uidic, minimizing the requirement for micro-fabrication which can be

necessary for the miniaturization of plasmonic sensors. Second, WGMs can be used

to measure changes due to the binding of single particles (i.e., a single virus) [209].

Admittedly, single protein detection has also been demonstrated by localized surface

plasmon resonance of individual gold bipyramids [250]. However, a �uidic environ-

ment needed to be built and the spectra collection time was over 12 h. Also, only the

unbinding of the molecules were detected, because the binding process was too fast

for the SPR-sensor to capture. Third, the WGM-type sensors fabricated using only

Si and SiO2 can be easily integrated into CMOS-compatible devices.

As a last word, then, microsphere-based sensing is a rapidly developing �eld.

Researchers are detecting ever smaller shifts, using a variety of methods, and can

now detect the binding of single virus [209]. One rapidly expanding area couples SPR

technology to WGMs, for example by using gold particles to enhance the WGM �eld

at a desired location, thereby increasing the sensitivity [251]. Another uses radiation

forces to �trap� particles in an �optical carousel� around the equator of a sphere [252].

Based on these recent developments, we may be just beginning to see the range of

possibilities associated with microsphere-based sensing.
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